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Abstract
Neutral particle beams are used as auxiliary heating and current drive system for
thermonuclear plasma of deuterium and tritium magnetically confined in a toroidal
geometry. Two high power beams of 16.5 MW each, will be used at ITER, the
international experiment on nuclear fusion under realisation in Cadarache (France).
In the last years a huge effort was dedicated to improving the understanding of
the physics of neutral beam injectors (NBI) based on negative ion sources, since
negative ions allow to reach higher beam energies (1 MeV is the ITER requirement)
while keeping an acceptable neutralisation efficiency. The ion source that will be
used for ITER NBI is an RF source, based on the prototype developed at Institut
für Plasmaphysik (IPP) in the last decades.
This thesis focuses on the characterisation of the beam properties, in particular
divergence and homogeneity, of the IPP test facility ELISE in different operational
conditions. ELISE represents an important step in the development of NBI for ITER,
since the extraction area of its ion source (about 1000 cm2, i.e. half the size required
for an ITER NBI) is much larger than the one of other existing RF sources, allowing
to investigate phenomena which could be less evident on a small scale.
The study has been performed by means of the ELISE diagnostic calorimeter.
The main function of the calorimeter is to stop the beam, but it is also equipped
with thermocouples and is observed by an infrared camera in order to determine the
beam power deposition profile. The contents of the thesis chapters are shortly listed
below.
A brief introduction on nuclear fusion and on the neutral beam injectors is given
in Chapter 1, discussing the use of plasmas, the main features of ITER and the
necessity of additional heating systems. Chapter 2 focuses on the neutral beam
injectors (NBI) presenting their main elements. In particular the IPP prototype RF
source is introduced and the main properties of beam optics are discussed. The
test facility ELISE is described in Chapter 3, where a dedicated section is used to
discuss the features of its beam diagnostics: the tungsten wire calorimeter, the beam
emission spectroscopy (BES) and, in particular, the diagnostic calorimeter.
Chapter 4 moves into the calibration of the IR camera by correcting the image
perspective and determining the emissivity value of the calorimeter surface, which is
coated with a blackening layer to reduce its reflectivity. Additionally, a comparison
between IR thermography and water calorimetry of the calorimeter is performed.The
analysis performed on the IR images in order to determine beam divergence and
homogeneity is described in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the main results about beam
optics are discussed and in particular the divergence evaluation is compared with
the one from beam emission spectroscopy (BES), which is currently the diagnostic
providing the divergence measurement. The discussion about beam homogeneity
is the main topic of Chapter 7. Finally the main results and the possible future
developments are discussed in Chapter 8.

Sommario
Fasci di particelle neutre vengono utilizzati in plasmi termonucleari di deuterio
e trizio confinati magneticamente in una geometria toroidale, con il duplice scopo
di fornire riscaldamento addizionale e indurre una corrente. Due fasci di poten-
za da 16.5 MW ciascuno, per esempio, saranno utilizzati per ITER, l’esperimento
internazionale sulla fusione che verrà realizzato a Cadarache (Francia).
Negli ultimi anni molti sforzi sono stati profusi per incrementare la comprensione
della fisica degli iniettori di particelle neutre (NBI) basati su sorgenti di ioni negativi.
L’interesse verso questi ultimi nasce dal fatto che l’efficienza di neutralizzazione per
un fascio di ioni negativi resta sufficientemente elevata (circa il 60 %) anche per
energie molto grandi (1 MeV è il requisito per ITER). La sorgente di ioni che verrà
utilizzata per il NBI di ITER è una sorgente RF, basata sul prototipo sviluppato
all’Institut für PlasmaPhysik (IPP) negli ultimi decenni.
Questa tesi si concentra sulla caratterizzazione delle proprietà del fascio della
test facility ELISE di IPP in varie condizioni sperimentali. In particolare l’interesse
è rivolto a divergenza e omogeneità. ELISE rappresenta un passo importante nello
sviluppo degli iniettori di particelle neutre per ITER, siccome l’area di estrazione
della sua sorgente di ioni (circa 1000 cm2, cioè più o meno metà di quella richiesta
per un NBI di ITER) è molto più grande di quella delle altre sorgenti a radiofrequenza
attualmente utilizzate, e ciò consente di investigare fenomeni che potrebbero essere
meno evidenti su scale più piccole.
Lo studio è stato svolto per mezzo del calorimetro diagnostico. La sua funzione
principale è fermare il fascio, ma esso è anche equipaggiato con delle termocoppie
ed osservato con una termocamera a infrarossi (IR) per determinare la potenza de-
positata dal fascio sulla sua superficie. I contenuti dei capitoli di questa tesi sono
descritti brevemente di seguito.
Una breve introduzione sulla fusione nucleare e sugli iniettori di particelle neutre
è fornita nel Capitolo 1, dove vengono discussi l’utilizzo dei plasmi, le principali
caratteristiche di ITER e la necessità di riscaldamento addizionale. Il Capitolo 2 è
incentrato sugli iniettori di particelle neutre introducendo i loro elementi principali.
In particolare viene presentato il prototipo di sorgente RF di IPP e vengono discusse
le principali proprietà dell’ottica del fascio.
La test facility ELISE è descritta nel Capitolo 3, in cui una sezione è apposi-
tamente dedicata alle diagnostiche del fascio: il calorimetro a fili di tungsteno, la
spettroscopia Doppler (BES) e, in particolare, il calorimetro diagnostico. Nel Capi-
tolo 4 è trattata la calibrazione della camera IR, ottenuta correggendo la prospettiva
dell’immagine e determinando l’emissività della superficie del calorimetro diagnosti-
co, che è stata ricoperta da uno strato scurente al fine di ridurne la riflettività. Inoltre,
viene eseguito un confronto tra la deposizione di potenza stimata dalla termografia
IR e dalla calorimetria dell’acqua del circuito di raffreddamento.
L’analisi effettuata sulle immagini IR per determinare divergenza e omogeneità è
descritta nel Capitolo 5. Nel Capitolo 6 sono discussi i principali risultati sull’ottica
del fascio e, in particolare, la stima della divergenza è confrontata con quella della
spettroscopia Doppler, la diagnostica attualmente utilizzata per determinarla. La
discussione sull’omogeneità è l’argomento principale del Capitolo 7. Infine i principali
risultati e i possibili sviluppi futuri sono presentati nel Capitolo 8.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Nuclear fusion and plasmas
The continuous and rapid increase of energy demand suggests searching for new energy
sources. Fossil fuels, which are largely exploited, have in fact two big drawbacks: their
amount is limited and their burning creates different toxic gases, increasing pollution. A
promising candidate to be a reliable and clean new energy source with nearly inexhaustible
fuel reserves is nuclear fusion.
Two light nuclei fuse together if they come to a very short distance from each other,
so that the nuclear force is stronger than the Coulomb repulsion. For this purpose, a very
high kinetic energy must be provided, but their fusion releases energy. As it may be seen
on the left side of Figure 1 in fact, the fusion of two light nuclei in a heavier one (ligther
than Fe) corresponds to an increase in the binding energy (which is negative), i.e. to an
energy release.
Figure 1: Binding energy per nucleon for different elements.
The most convenient fusion reaction to be realised is between two hydrogen isotopes,
deuterium and tritium, since, as it may be seen in Figure 2, it has the highest cross section
among the possible reactions.
The detailed reaction is the following
D + T→ 4He + n + 17.6 MeV (1)
The released energy of 17.6 MeV is divided between the two products according to the
inverse of their mass ratio: the helium nucleus carries 3.5 MeV, while the neutron carries
14.1 MeV.
Deuterium is available in seawater (30 g/m3) whereas tritium is not a stable isotope
and its lifetime is short (half life = 12.3 years), so it is not obtained in large quantity in
nature. In a fusion reactor tritium will be obtained from lithium by the reaction
n + 6Li→ 4He + T + 4.8 MeV (2)
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Figure 2: Left: Illustration of a fusion reaction between deuterium and tritium. Right: Cross sec-
tion of various fusion reactions as a function of the kinetic energy of D (or p) impinging
on a stationary target [1].
So the real fuels for a fusion power plant are deuterium and lithium; the latter is
available in the earth crust [1].
The main advantage of nuclear fusion, with respect to fission, lies in its passive safety:
it is so hard to achieve and sustain the physical conditions necessary for fusion (see below),
that in any case of anomalous operation of the fusion device, it would be easy to stop it
without consequences over a big scale. In addition, the nuclear waste produced by neutron
activation of the materials composing the fusion device have a much shorter lifetime (some
decades).
In order to have a sufficiently high reaction rate, high temperatures (∼ 108 K) must
be achieved. In these physical conditions, matter is in plasma state.
A plasma is a collection of charged and neutral particles, which exhibit a collective
behaviour. It may be created by heating a gas until atoms separate into electrons and
positive ions and its formation is easier as temperature increases and pressure decreases.
A plasma is quasi-neutral and any charge inside it is shielded by the plasma itself over a
short distance, characterized by the so-called Debye length λD (Eq. 3)[2]
λD =
√
0kBTe
ne2
(3)
where Te is the electron temperature, n the electron density, e the electron charge, kB the
Boltzmann constant and 0 the permittivity of free space. Quasi-neutrality implies that if
ions are singly charged, than the density of electrons and ions are the same and may be
referred to as plasma density. It is important to notice that λD increases with increasing
electron temperature Te and with decreasing plasma density n. For a plasma density in
the order of 1020 m−3 and an electron temperature of 10-15 keV (1 eV ∼ 11600 K) the
order of the Debye lenght is few µm.
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1.2 Plasma confinement: the tokamaks and ITER
1.2.1 Energy balance and plasma confinement
The operating regime for a fusion reactor can be obtained by equating power input
and output, so that energy equilibrium holds.
The first input term is represented by the α-particles power deposition inside the
plasma, and this is, as described above, about 1/5 of the energy produced by the fusion
reactions. The other input term is given by additional heating (neutral beams or RF
waves).
The output terms are given by transport and radiation, mainly due to bremsstrahlung
effect. The physics of transport phenomena is not fully understood yet, but from a practical
point of view they can be described in terms of the so called energy confinement time τE,
by writing
τE =
W
PL
(4)
where W is the total energy stored in the fusion plasma and PL is the total power lost due
to transport phenomena.
The ignition point is described by the triple product nT τE , where n is the plasma
density and T its temperature [3]. In a simple case one may neglect additional heating
(ignition regime) and radiation obtaining (with T and Eα both in eV) [1]:
nτE =
12T
〈σv〉Eα (5)
where σ is the cross section for the fusion reaction shown in Figure 2 and Eα is the energy
of the produced α-particles, i.e. 3.5 MeV. The minimum of the nτE product as a function
of T , is around T= 25 keV, and for this temperature the triple product should satisfy
nTτE > 5 · 1021 keVm−3s (6)
To increase the triple product to the required values, two techniques have been devel-
oped: inertial confinement and magnetic confinement. The first one is based on heating
and compressing through the use of lasers a tiny sphere (few mm) made by a mixture of
deuterium and tritium [1]. Its basic idea is to enhance the triple product by enhancing the
density. The second one is based on a plasma confinement in toroidal geometry through
the use of magnetic fields: it enhances the triple product enhancing the confinement time.
The following section will focus on the magnetic confinement and will briefly present the
two most used configurations: tokamak and stellarator.
1.2.2 Magnetic confinement
It is known that a magnetic field creates a spatial anisotropy: a charged particle
can move unaffected in the direction parallel to the field, whereas any motion in the
perpendicular plane is affected by the Lorentz force:
~F = q~v × ~B (7)
where ~v is the particle velocity, q its charge and ~B the magnetic field. Therefore the
trajectory of a charged particle is helicoidal, with a circular projection in the plane normal
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to the field. This circle is described by the Larmor radius rL (Eq. 8) and the typical
frequency of the motion is the so-called cyclotron frequency ωc (Eq. 9)
rL =
mv⊥
qB
(8)
ωc =
qB
m
(9)
The best configurations for magnetic confinement, i.e the ones which minimise the
losses of charged particles, are in toroidal form. The most used nowadays are tokamak
(Figure 3, on the left) and stellarator (Figure 3, on the right). In both cases the toroidal
magnetic field is created by external magnetic coils. The generated magnetic field has two
important features:
• it is not constant (1/R dependence on the distance from the center of the torus)
• its field lines are bent
Both these features create gradients of the magnetic field which are responsible for
radial drifts of the confined charged particles, which degrade the plasma confinement [1].
For this reason it is important to add a poloidal field component, that induces a centripetal
force. In tokamaks this field is induced by a toroidal current, the so-called plasma current,
which is achieved by a central solenoid magnet. Additionally, this current helps to heat
the plasma by ohmic heating. The effective operation temperature range for a reactor is
between 10 and 40 keV, and in order to reach and sustain such temperatures the use of
additional heating is mandatory.
In a stellarator the magnetic field structure is completely determined by the form of the
surrounding coils. The main advantage of not having to externally drive a plasma current
is that the instabilities due to the current density gradients are much alleviated. On the
other hand the complex structure of the coils needed to achieve the necessary shape for
the magnetic surfaces imposes high demands on the design and construction of the device.
Figure 3: Left: Sketch of the tokamak configuration [1]; two groups of coils (toroidal and poloidal)
and a central solenoid are clearly visible. Right: Sketch of the stellarator configuration
[4]; current flowing in the twisted coils (in blue) generate both the toroidal and poloidal
components of the magnetic field.
One important feature of the magnetic confinement, is that the energy confinement
time increases with the reactor size [5]. Usually the major and minor radius of a tokamak
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are in the order of some meters. See for example Table 1 in the next section where the
main parameters of the tokamak ITER are listed.
1.2.3 ITER
The tokamak ITER, an overview of which is given in Figure 4, represents the most
advanced project on nuclear fusion. Its facility is in Cadarache (France), and it is funded
by EU, USA, Russia, Japan, India, China and South Korea. Its objective is to reach a
Q=10 ratio between output and input power. ITER main parameters are listed in Table 1.
Figure 4: ITER cutaway view. An idea of the size of ITER is given by the human being on the
right-hand side of the picture [6].
Before moving to D-T fusion, experimental campaigns will be performed in hydrogen
and deuterium to test the various components of the machine. In order to heat the
plasma to the necessary operation temperature (∼15 keV), two different additional heating
system will be used: RF waves and neutral beam injectors (NBI). The first one is based on
generating RF waves and coupling them into the plasma. The used frequencies are close to
the typical motion frequencies of the plasma particles, such as the ion or electron cyclotron
frequency (∼40-60 MHz and ∼170 GHz respectively) [6], in order to exploit resonances to
achieve a better coupling and enhance the power deposition.
The second method, neutral beam injection, consists of producing deuterium (or hy-
drogen) ions, accelerating and neutralising them, so that the fast particles can penetrate
the plasma despite of the magnetic field.
A very important feature of additional heating systems, especially needed for continu-
ous operation, is their capability to drive a plasma current sustaining the poloidal field [1].
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Parameter Value
Fusion power 500 MW
Power gain factor Q 10
Pulse length up to 3600 s
Plasma major radius 6.2 m
Plasma minor radius 2.0 m
Plasma current 15 MA
Toroidal field at 6.2 m radius 5.3 T
Table 1: ITER main parameters [6].
1.3 Main features of a neutral beam injector
For producing a beam of neutral hydrogen/deuterium particles it is necessary to cre-
ate ions, accelerate them through a suitable potential difference and re-neutralise them.
The use of deuterium ions requires a system for radiation protection since energetic neu-
trons are radiated by the reactions involving D in the beamline. For this reason in many
experimental campaigns studying the NBI, hydrogen is used instead of deuterium.
Since the neutralisation efficiency (as discussed below) is minor than 100 %, in NBI
systems it is necessary to deflect the remaining high energetic ions before they approach
the magnetic field which confines the plasma in the torus. This is achieved by a magnetic
field in all present facilities; in the case od ITER instead, an electric field will be used.
The scheme of principle of a neutral beam injector satisfies all these needs. As shown in
Figure 5, it consists of four main parts: an ion source, an accelerator, a neutraliser and
a residual ion dump (RID). Topics of this thesis are the ion source and the accelerator,
which will be described in more detail in chapter 2.
Figure 5: Scheme of a neutral beam injector dedicated to the Japanese tokamak JT-60U [7]. Neg-
ative ions are generated in the ion source (on the right), accelerated by an electrostatic
accelerator and then neutralised. The remaining charged particles are deflected and
dumped onto a magnetic residual ion dump, so that the beam particles approaching
the plasma (on the left) are neutral.
The plasma is heated by the reactions between beam and plasma particles, which are
charge exchange (Eq. 10) and ionizations due to collisions with ions (Eq. 11) or electrons
(Eq. 12).
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Hbeam + H
+
plasma → H+beam + Hplasma (10)
Hbeam + H
+
plasma → H+beam + H+plasma + e− (11)
Hbeam + e
− → H+beam + 2e− (12)
The beam intensity I is a function of the penetration depth x and of the initial beam
intensity I0 as
I = I0e
−x/λ (13)
with λ given by
λ = n
(
σcx + σi +
〈σeve〉
vbeam
)
(14)
where σcx and σi,e are the cross-section for charge exchange and for the two ionizations
respectively, 〈σeve〉 is the reaction rate of the collisions with electrons and n is the plasma
density.
In such a way it is possible to determine an energy range allowing the beam to enter
the plasma and deposit power in its centre, where the confinement is the highest. For
a tokamak with the size of ITER and a plasma density of 1020 m−3, an injector in the
100 keV range would lead a beam to being absorbed in the external region of the torus.
For this reason the beam energies has to be at least in the order of hundreds of keV.
For ITER injectors the required power is 33 MW (16.5 MW × 2 injectors) and the
energy has been raised to 1 MeV mainly for two reasons [8, 9]. First there is a limit to the
maximum current density that may be extracted from the ion source (see section 2.2) and
second the efficiency for driving a plasma current in the torus is higher for higher beam
particle energy.
For such a high beam energy the use of negative ions is mandatory. The neutralisation
efficiency of positive ions in fact, drops with increasing energy, while for negative ions it
remains at acceptable values, around 60 %, as it can be seen in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Neutralisation efficiency for hydrogen ions as a function of energy. The circles refer to
measurements performed at the NBI system of the tokamak JT-60U [10].
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The main reason why it is easier to neutralise negative ions lies in the low binding
energy of the additional electron, which is 0.75 eV. On the other hand because of this low
binding energy it is more difficult for them to survive in the plasma of the ion source.
There are many critical aspects which affect the beam and have to be taken into
account. First of all, since within the extraction system some negative ions are neutralised
by reactions with the background gas (Eq. 15), the current that has to be extracted from
the ion source is larger than the necessary accelerated current. In general the neutralization
which occurs in the extraction system is referred to as stripping. Calculations performed
for ITER estimate a stripping fraction of about 30 % [11].
Downstream the acceleration system is the so-called drift region. In this region the
most important reactions are neutralization (Eq. 15) of H− in H0 and the ionization of
the background gas due to the collisions with fast H0 (Eq. 16).
H− + H2 → H0 + e + H2 (15)
H0 + H2 → H0 + e + H+2 (16)
The creation of positive ions in the drift region is also a very important aspect for the
beam optics. Since in this region the electric field is negligible, these secondary particles
can create a plasma, shielding the potential self-induced by the beam. This phenomenon
is known as space charge compensation (SCC) and is fundamental for the beam optics,
allowing a beam of charged particles not to further diverge because of Coulomb repulsion
[12].
The beam of ITER NBI will be formed by many sub-beams, usually called beamlets
(see section 2.2). The beamlet divergence is a measure of the beamlet widening and is
therefore related to the width of the particle velocity distribution in the beamlet, that is
given by a bell-shaped function (often a Gaussian is assumed). Throughout this thesis,
the half 1/e width of this distribution will be used when referring to divergence.
Another important feature of the beam is its homogeneity. Inhomogeneity is defined
as the maximum difference between the current from a beamlet and the average current of
all beamlets. Divergence and inhomogeneity for ITER NBI system should be respectively
below 7 mrad and below 10 % [13].
Together with negative ions also electrons from the source plasma are co-extracted.
This represents one of the main issues to deal with in negative ion sources: electrons
have to be dumped because they cannot pass the magnetic field at the edge of the torus
and thus they could not enter the plasma of ITER. Since they could deposit a very high
power density load on the surface they hit, they are filtered before they are accelerated at
full energy. Nevertheless, the amount of co-extracted electrons has to be kept as low as
possible: the ITER requirement is to have a ratio between co-extracted electrons and ions
below 1. Electron dumping will be explained in section 2.2.
ITER main requirements for one injector are summarised in Table 2.
Up to now the ITER requirements for a NBI have been fulfilled only separately at
different test facilities. In particular the foreseen current density and pulse length have
been achieved at IPP [14, 15] while the foreseen particle energy has been achieved at JAEA
[16]. For this reason a dedicated test facility has been commissioned to the EU and is being
realised at the Consorzio RFX in Padova, Italy [17, 18]. Both the full size ion source and
injector will be developed in the two testbeds SPIDER (Source for the Production of
Ions of Deuterium Extracted from an RF plasma) [19] and MITICA (Megavolt ITER
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Injector and Concept Advancement) [20], respectively. An intermediate step between the
currently used small sources (extraction area of few hundreds of cm2) and the testbed
SPIDER is the IPP test facility ELISE, described in section 3, whose ion source has an
extraction area of about 1000 cm2, which is half of the ITER requirement.
Parameter Hydrogen Deuterium
Power delivered to ITER 16.5 MW 16.5 MW
Extraction Area 0.2 m2 0.2 m2
Extracted current density ≥340 A/m2 ≥290 A/m2
Accelerated current ≥ 49 A ≥ 40 A
Accelerated ion energy 0.87 MeV 1 MeV
Ratio of co-extractred electrons to ions < 1 < 1
Source Pressure 0.3 Pa 0.3 Pa
Beam divergence ≤ 7 mrad ≤ 7 mrad
Beam inhomogeneity < 10 % < 10 %
Table 2: Main parameters of one ITER NBI.
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2 Neutral beam injection
As anticipated in section 1.3, a neutral beam injector consists of four main parts. In
this thesis the focus is laid on the ion source and on the acceleration, while neutralisation
and residual ion dumping will not be treated. Processes for negative ion production (and
destruction), the role of caesium, the multi-grid system used for acceleration are the main
topics that will be discussed in this chapter.
2.1 Ion source
For NBI two types of ion sources are commonly used: arc sources and RF sources.
In the former electrons are produced by driving a current in tungsten filaments, heating
them up to 2000-3000K. The thermionic produced electrons are then accelerated up to
100 eV to ionise a gas creating a plasma in which negative ions are produced. Filaments
are consumed because of the sputtering caused by the impinging ions and they have to be
changed regularly. The duration estimate in the case of ITER is about six months [21].
In the RF sources an oscillating electromagnetic field is induced in the gas by means
of RF coils, and again electron acceleration leads to gas ionisation forming a plasma.
The great advantage of RF sources with respect to arc sources is that they are almost
maintenance free. This is one of the reasons why they have been chosen for the ITER NBI
system [22].
RF sources have been developed at IPP in Garching in the last decades, where most of
ITER NBI ion source requirements have been fulfilled separately at different test facilities
using the IPP prototype RF source.
Already in 2005 at BATMAN (BAvarian Test MAchine for Negative ions) the re-
quirements regarding the extracted current densities, the source pressure and the electron
to ion ratio were fulfilled or excedeed with a small extraction area (<0.01 m2) and pulse
length below 6 s. A pulse length up to 3600 s has been achieved at MANITU (Multi
Aperture Negative Ion Test Unit), with an extraction area of 0.03 m2 [23]. An overview
of IPP prototype RF source is given in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Schematic view of IPP prototype RF source [24].
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The prototype negative ion source consists of three parts: driver, expansion region
and extraction region. The driver, whose design is shown in Figure 8, is the cylindrical
region where the RF is coupled to the plasma. It is formed by a RF coil connected to an
oscillator. The coil is wrapped around an Al2O3 cylinder, the back side of which is covered
with the so-called driver back plate. The coil is water cooled and the alumina cylinder is
shielded from the plasma by a Faraday screen [23]. The typical RF frequency is about 1
MHz and the RF power is tens of kW. Inside the driver, electron temperature and density
are in the order of Te ∼ 10 eV and ne ∼ 1018 m−3 respectively [24].
Figure 8: Design of the drivers for the ion source of the IPP test facility ELISE [25].
In the expansion region the plasma expands and, as a result of this expansion process,
a first cooling occurs.
The extraction region is represented by a system of two grids, the so-called plasma
grid (PG), facing the plasma of the ion source, and the extraction grid, which is kept at
a more positive potential (5-10 kV). Negative ions are extracted through the plasma grid
and accelerated by means of this potential difference Uex.
A third grid kept at ground potential, the so-called grounded grid, completes the
acceleration system that will be discussed further in section 2.2. The three grids contain
a large number of apertures and are water cooled to remove the heat load due to the
impinging particles.
The ion production in the ion source is achieved through both volume and surface
processes [26, 27]. The volume process is the dissociative attachment obtained after the
excitation of high vibrational levels in the electronic ground state of the H2 molecule.
H2 + e→ H∗2(v) + e (17)
H∗2(v) + e→ H + H− (18)
The surface production processes are based on the conversion of hydrogen particles
impinging on the source walls. They can be divided in two branches: atomic and ionic,
depending whether the hydrogen particles approaching the wall are neutral or positive
ions (H+, H2+, H3+).
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H,H+ + e→ H− (19)
A high efficiency for this H− production process is correlated to a low work function,
which is in general achieved through the evaporation of a caesium into the source and the
subsequent formation of Cs layers on the wall surfaces [28, 29].
For introducing the caesium in the source, a caesium oven is installed on its backplate.
Then Cs is distributed during vacuum phases and plasma pulses. In order to avoid accu-
mulation of a too large amount of caesium on the source walls, its surfaces are generally
kept around 35-40 °C, a temperature slightly higher than the caesium melting point, which
is 28 °C.
To optimise the negative ion production, also the plasma grid is kept at a suitable high
temperature (about 100-150 °C) [30]. The background physical reason why keeping the
PG temperature in this range is beneficial for the source performances is however not fully
understood yet.
Handling the caesium distribution in the source volume is not easy and this is the
main limit of the surface processes. Volume processes are much easier to handle but at
the operation pressure of 0.3 Pa (required for ITER NBI) the ion production achieved
through them is not enough to fulfill ITER requirements at a sufficiently low ratio of co-
extracted electrons to extracted H− [23]. For this reason exploiting the surface processes
is mandatory.
Since the additional electron of H− ions is weakly bound (its binding energy is 0.75 eV)
negative ions have a low survival length in the source (few centimeters), therefore most
of the extracted H− are those created close to the extraction area. The most impor-
tant re-neutralization processes that may occur are detachment (Eq.20 - 22) and mutual
neutralization (Eq. 23 - 25) .
H− + e→ H + 2e (20)
H− + H→ H2 + e (21)
H− + H2 → H + H2 + e (22)
H− + H+ → 2H (23)
H− + H+2 → H2 + H (24)
H− + H+3 → 2H2 (25)
In order to reduce the amount of co-extracted electrons, and additionally reduce the
H− re-neutralisation in the plasma of the ion source, the electron density and temperature
in the plasma close to the PG have to be reduced. For this reason a magnetic field is
created in front of the plasma grid.
This filter field, yielded by permanent magnets or by a current IPG flowing through the
plasma grid, magnetise the electrons, which can transverse this region mainly by Coulomb
collisions, whose cross section decreases for increasing speed, since σ(v) ∼ v−4 close to the
PG [31]. So the filter field helps reducing the electron density and temperature Te, which
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is generally between 1 and 2 eV. The typical order of magnitude of the magnetic filter field
is few mT.
As shown in Figure 9 for the IPP test facility ELISE, also the ion current is decreased
by increasing the magnetic field (in this case achieved by a current flowing through the
plasma grid), but since the ions have a larger mass, they are less affected by the filter
field, and the ratio je/jH between the electron and ion extracted current densities largely
decreases. Furthermore, the filter field is responsible for a deflection of the negative ion
beam in the vertical direction. At ELISE, for example, the deflection of the beam is in the
order of 5-10 cm at a distance of 3.5 m for a PG current around 2 kA, in hydrogen. For the
ITER NBI, the deflection of the beam due to the magnetic filter field will be compensated
for by a suitable arrangement of the permanent magnets in the extraction grid [32].
Figure 9: Effect of the PG current (i.e. of the filter field) on the source performance at ELISE
for different extraction voltages. Left: negative ion extracted current density. Right:
Electron to ion ratio. Operation in hydrogen, source filling pressure of 0.5 Pa [33].
Another technique that helps reducing the amount of co-extracted electrons is biasing
the plasma grid positively with respect to the source (few tens of V). The bias power
supply is usually operated in a current controlled mode. Increasing the bias current Ibias
(and thus additionally the bias voltage), the potential distribution in the plasma region
close to the PG changes, leading to a reduction of the electron to ion ratio, as shown in
Figure 10.
Figure 10: Effect of the bias current on the ion source performance at the test facility ELISE:
extracted current density (in yellow) and electron to ion ratio (in blue). Operation in
hydrogen, Uex = 7.5 kV, IPG = 3.5 kA, source filling pressure of 0.5 Pa [33].
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2.2 Extraction and acceleration
As mentioned in section 2.1, the extraction and acceleration system at the IPP test
facilities consists of three grids: the plasma grid (PG), facing the plasma of the ion source
and kept at negative potentials, the extraction grid (EG), at a more positive potential,
and the grounded grid (GG), as shown in Figure 11. Therefore the total supplied voltage
UHV is divided in two steps: extraction potential Uex and acceleration potential Uacc.
Figure 11: Example of beam optics simulation for the test facility SPIDER [34]. The equipotential
lines are drawn in blue and the particle trajectories in magenta. Potential were set to
Uex = 9.8 kV and UHV = 100 kV.
The reason for this two-step acceleration lies in the necessity to dump the co-extracted
electrons before they are fully accelerated. This filtering of the electrons is achieved by
a magnetic field, which is created by permanent magnets installed in the extraction grid
as shown in Figure 12. The field lines of this deflection field and those of the filter field
lie in perpendicular planes (see again Figure 12). Since the magnetic deflection is related
to the Larmor radius, which is proportional to the square root of the particles mass, the
negative ions are much less affected.
Figure 12: Schematic of the magnets disposition in the extraction grid [35]. The lines of deflection
field created by these magnets are perpendicular to those of the filter field.
The power deposited on the extraction grid by the co-extracted electrons is removed
by a cooling system and the limit of this power represents the limit to the co-extracted
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electron current. This current is directly correlated to the maximum amount of extracted
negative ions, since when increasing the ion current, by increasing the extraction voltage
Uex, also the electron current increases. This leads to a strong increase in the power load
on the EG that is given by the product between the electron current and the extraction
voltage.
The potential surface U = 0 V (with respect to the ion source) has the shape of a
meniscus, determined by the extraction voltage, the size of the apertures, and plasma
parameters [36].
Because of the space charge of each beamlet, there is a limit in the maximum current
that may be extracted. Representing the beamlet as a plane diode of length d, under a
potential difference U , this limit is expressed by the Child-Langmuir law [36]:
jex =
40
9
√
2Ze
m
U3/2
d2
(26)
where Z is the atomic number of the extracted particles.
An important parameter for characterising the beam optics is the so-called perveance,
which in this thesis will be indicated by Π. Perveance is defined by
Π =
I
U3/2
(27)
where I is the extracted current and U the extraction voltage. From the Child-Langmuir
law it is possible to determine its maximum
Π0 =
4pi0
9
√
2Ze
m
R2
d2
(28)
which depends only on the geometry of the extraction aperture (R is the aperture radius)
and the type of charged particles the current is made of (atomic number Z and mass m).
The value Π0 increases with the square root of the atomic number Z and decreases with
the square root of the mass. This means for example that Π0 is different for hydrogen and
deuterium.
The meaning of perveance may be better understood by thinking of the three-grids
as a system of two lenses. Starting from the ratio between Uex and Uacc that produces
the best beam optics, any change in the extraction voltage corresponds to a shift of the
focal point of the first lense along the beamlet axis. Both a forward or a backward shift
with respect to the optimum turn into a widening of the beam itself, which means a larger
divergence. In general the normalized perveance Π/Π0 is used instead of perveance, since
it allows to compare accelerators with different geometries. As it may be seen in Figure 13,
starting from the lowest normalised perveance (about 0.04 in the Figure), for increasing
perveance the beam divergence decreases and reaches a minimum. This point is called
the perveance optimum. For higher perveances, the beam divergence increases again. The
region in which divergence decreases for increasing divergence (below the optimum) is
usually called under-perveant region while the region in which divergence increases for
increasing perveance is called over-perveant region .
The perveance optimum may also be very broad. For example at ELISE, the test facil-
ity concerned in this thesis (see section 3.1), the optimum of the (normalised) perveance
in hydrogen lies between 0.15 and 0.25.
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It must be considered however, that the beamlet divergence depends also on the ratio
between the extraction voltage and the acceleration voltage and on the onset position of the
space charge compensation, which depends on the pressure in the drift region (downstream
the grounded grid). Higher pressure means an earlier onset of the SCC i.e. a lower beamlet
divergence, whereas lower pressure means a later onset of the SCC i.e. a larger beamlet
divergence (see the solid lines in Figure 13). On the other hand, the higher the pressure
in the drift region, the higher the pressure in between the grids. This means that the
stripping is higher and the accelerated current lower.
The pressure in the drift region should be a compromise between the two necessity of
low stripping and good space charge compensation. At ELISE for example, the pressure
in the drift region during the pulses is in the range of 10−4 mbar.
Figure 13: Divergence versus normalized beam perveance at test facility MANITU [37]. Points
represent measurements, lines are given by simulations assuming the space charge
compensation to be achieved at different distances from the grounded grid.
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3 The ELISE test facility
As mentioned in section 2.1, the ITER target with respect to the current density was
already achieved at IPP test facility BATMAN with an extraction area of about 70 cm2.
The test facility ELISE (see Figure 14), whose extraction area is half of that required
for an ITER NBI, has been designed as an intermediate step between these small sources
and the full size ITER source, whose extraction area will be about 2000 cm2. The main
features of the test facility are described in section 3.1, while section 3.2 focuses on the
beam diagnostics which are used at ELISE.
3.1 ELISE purpose and design
The aim of the ELISE design is to be as close as possible to the ITER ion source, but
some modifications have been implemented allowing a better diagnostic access. The ion
source of ELISE, an overview of which is given in Figure 16, has the same width and half
the height (1.0 m × 0.9 m) as those required for ITER ion source. Another important
difference with respect to the design of an ITER NBI, is the total applied voltage, which
is up to 60 kV at ELISE, much lower than 1 MV. In addition, the maximum design
voltage has not been achieved up to now (UHV < 45 kV has been used), therefore the
beamlet divergence at ELISE is generally larger than what is required for an ITER NBI.
Throughout this thesis, the typical range in hydrogen is 2°-3°, and divergences below 1°
are very seldom achieved. The main parameters of ELISE are summarised in Table 3, at
the end of this section.
Figure 14: Overview of ELISE test facility [38].
Accelerating a current of 20 A (half of the ITER requirements in deuterium) with a
60 kV potential difference, a negative ion beam with a power up to 1.2 MW can be achieved
at ELISE. To stop the beam a copper calorimeter (1.2 m × 1.2 m × 0.04 m) is placed on
the beam axis at a distance of 3.5 m from the grounded grid (see section 3.2.1).
In principle ELISE can be operated for 1h, confirming all the results obtained by
the smaller facilities regarding other parameters of interest such as current density, elec-
tron/ion ratio, etc, but due to the limitations of the IPP HV system only pulsed extraction
is possible (10 s beam pulse every 180 s). Since the long pulse test facility MANITU has
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indicated that this kind of operation should have no influence on the source performance,
this was not to be considered as a real limit [39].
A scheme of the trigger timing for 20 s RF pulses operation is shown in Figure 15. The
delay between the beginning of the HV phase and of the RF pulse is necessary to stabilise
the plasma before extraction. The RF is terminated about three seconds after the HV
phase to facilitate spectroscopic measurement inside the source.
Figure 15: Scheme of the trigger signals at ELISE. The blue signal is the RF pulse, the red is the
HV phase.
ELISE operates both in hydrogen and deuterium, so a concrete housing surrounds the
test facility for radiation protection during D− operation.
The ion source, shown in Figure 16, is a vessel with thin (between 6 and 15 mm)
stainless steel walls inside which cooling channels run [25].
Figure 16: ELISE source with the extraction system and the HV insulation [38].
Caesium is evaporated in the source by two Cs ovens and, in order to improve caesium
conditioning, the wall temperatures are kept at about 40°C. The back side of the source
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vessel is closed by the driver plate, which is cooled due to the power load (few tens of kW)
resulting from the backstreaming positive ions which are produced in the drift region. The
source inner surfaces are coated with a 1 mm copper layer to have an uniform temperature
distribution and 10 µm thick nickel layer on top to prevent copper sputtering [40] and the
reactions between copper and caesium.
The four RF drivers, consisting of Al2O3 cylinders protected by cooled Faraday shields,
are positioned in the back plate. The RF coils are twisted around the driver cylinders, as
shown in Figure 8 (see section 2.1). Two horizontal coils are connected in series to one
RF generator delivering a power up to 180 kW. Therefore the maximum RF power of the
ELISE ion source is 2 × 180 kW.
The extraction and acceleration system is composed of three grids, as discussed in
section 2.2: plasma grid (PG), extraction grid (EG) and grounded grid (GG). Every grid
is formed by two identical segments [41]. In each grid segment there are 4 groups of
Ø14 mm apertures (5 × 16 apertures, spacing 20 mm × 20 mm), as can be seen in Figure
17, so the ELISE beam is formed by 640 beamlets divided in 8 beamlet groups.
In order to enhance the H− production on the PG surface, it is cesiated and operated
at temperatures up to 150 °C. In addition, a current up to 8 kA can be driven vertically
through the PG, shown in Figure 17, to generate the magnetic filter field.
Figure 17: Plasma grid and bias plate of ELISE. A current up to 8 kA may be driven vertically
through the PG [42].
As discussed in section 2.1, this field is necessary to cool down electrons and reduce their
density, but it is also responsible for a deflection of the beam itself in vertical direction.
This deflection could be upward or downward depending on the direction of the field.
Throughout this thesis the vertical shift of the beam due to the PG current is downward.
Moreover, the plasma grid is biased positively (20-30 V) with respect to the source. As
mentioned in 2.2, this bias helps reducing the amount of co-extracted electrons. Finally,
the so-called bias plate is installed in front of the PG (Figure 17) and electrically connected
to the source walls. The plate extends the source potential near the PG apertures, reducing
the biased area. This helps increasing the effect of the bias itself on the amount of co-
extracted electrons [30].
The source of ELISE is kept at high potential (up to -60 kV) while the tank and the
calorimeter are at ground potential. HV insulation is achieved via a vacuum tight main
insulator with an inner diameter of 1.3 m. A scheme of the ELISE HV circuit is shown in
Figure 18.
The currents flowing back from the different components to the power supply are
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Figure 18: Scheme of ELISE HV circuit with voltage and current measurement [42]. Idrain is the
current flowing from the power supply to the source; IEG,t and IEG,b are the current
on the upper and lower side of the extraction grid, respectively; IGG is the current on
the the grounded grid. Iion is the current flowing back from the ground potential to
the power supply. A dedicated power supply is used for the current Ibias, providing
the bias of the PG.
measured individually.
At the perveance optimum it is reasonable to assume that the current on the extraction
grid (IEG,t + IEG,b) is only due to the deflected electrons while the current on the calorime-
ter and on the grounded grid, whose sum is the current flowing back from ground potential
to the power supply, are due mostly to negative ions [43]. This means that the electron to
ion ratio je/jH can be derived from the ratio between the total current impinging on the
extraction grid IEG and the ion current Iion.
The base pressure in the tank of ELISE is around 10−6 mbar and it is provided by two
turbomolecular pumps, for a total pumping speed of 2×2200l/s (for nitrogen). In addition
also a roots blower pump with a pumping speed of 300 l/s is used and a cryopump system
with a speed of 2 × 350000 l/s is installed in the chamber. The cryopumps reduce the
pressure in the source to 10−7 mbar (10−4 mbar during a pulse).
As mentioned above, the ELISE test facility has been equipped with a large number
of diagnostic accesses for both the ion source plasma and the beam. In this thesis only
the beam diagnostics will be considered, a description of which is given in the following
section.
Parameter Value
Isotopes Hydrogen, Deuterium
Source size 1.0 m × 0.9 m
Extraction area 0.1 m2
Number of apertures 640
Total voltage ≤ 60 kV
Extraction voltage ≤ 12 kV
Pulse length 3600 s plasma, 10 s beam extraction every 180 s
Table 3: ELISE main parameters.
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3.2 The ELISE beam diagnostics
Used as beam diagnostics at ELISE are a diagnostic calorimeter, a tungsten-wire
calorimeter and beam emission spectroscopy (BES). The setup of these diagnostics is
shown in Figure 19 and will be discussed in the next sections.
Figure 19: CAD drawing of ELISE beam diagnostics. Courtesy of R. Nocentini (IPP). The
grounded grid is on the left side of the Figure, while the diagnostic calorimeter is on
the right. In the middle the tungsten wires may be seen. The 16 horizontal and 4
vertical lines of sight (LoS) for beam emission spectroscopy are represented by the
light blue lines.
3.2.1 Diagnostic calorimeter
The diagnostic calorimeter, shown in Figure 20, is placed at a distance of 3.5 m down-
stream the GG and its functions are to stop the beam and to provide diagnostics of the
beam itself. For this latter purpose the calorimeter is observed via an infrared (IR) camera
and is equipped with thermocouples (TCs), whose positions in the calorimeter are given by
the red dots on the right side of Figure 21. From the power deposition on the calorimeter
surface it is possible to determine, a 2D profile of the accelerated current density, from
which beam divergence and signals of the uniformity may be derived. Deriving divergence
and uniformity evaluation from the IR images of diagnostic calorimeter is the main task
of this thesis.
The calorimeter is made out of copper and is formed by 30 × 30 blocks. Each block
has a depth of 25 mm, a 38 mm × 38 mm surface and their spacing is 2 mm, so the
total width and height of the calorimeter are 1.2 m each. The blocks are connected on
the backside on four panels. When referring to these panels in the following, they will be
numbered from left to right and from top to bottom, as shown in Figure 20.
In order to reduce their reflectivity, the surface of the copper blocks facing the beam
has been covered, with a Molybdenum Disulfide coating (D-321R), selected among other
coatings, after tests on a simple beam dump calorimeter [45]. The determination of the
emissivity of this blackening layer, which is fundamental to calibrate the IR measurements,
is described in section 4.3.
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Figure 20: Diagnostic calorimeter before and after coating. Black lines represents the separations
between the panels. The panel numbering introduced in this picture will be used in
the following sections.
The maximum power load on the calorimeter is 1.2 MW (20 A × 60 kV). For a beam
with 2° divergence, this means a maximum power density of 3 MW/m2. From simulations
it was found that for a similar power, the temperature at the end of the beam-on phase
is about 300-350°C. This is very important since a temperature below 450°C is necessary
for not damaging the brazing of the various calorimeter components [44].
In a coordinate system in which x is the horizontal axis, y the vertical one and the origin
is given by the centre of the diagnostic calorimeter, the projections of the eight beamlet
group centers on the calorimeter surface for a non deflected beam are at y = ± 20 cm and
x = -24, -8 ,8, 24 cm, as it is shown in Figure 21 (left). When referring to the beamlet
groups in the following they will be numbered as in Figure 21.
Figure 21: Left: Projection of the grid geometry on the calorimeter surface (in black). Blue circles
represent the grid apertures, the white dashed lines pass through the beamlet group
centers. Right: Position of the thermocouples (in red) on the diagnostic calorimeter.
Horizontal and vertical lines are placed along the centers of the two beamlet group
rows and of the two external beamlet groups columns (at about y = ±20 cm and
x = ± 24 cm respectively).
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The heat deposited by the beam on the 900 copper blocks is transferred to the back
side of the calorimeter where it is removed by the cooling system through a very small
brazed area (thermal resistor), which connect the blocks to the calorimeter back plate, as
shown in Figure 22. This permits to remove the heat in between two HV phases but to
consider each block as "inertial" during the 10 s phase of the beam.
As indicated in Figure 22, the cooling system is formed by four inlet channels, one
for each calorimeter panel, and one outlet channel. The temperature of the cooling water
is measured by four KTY19 thermoresistors, one for each channel, and its flow by a
flowmeter, so it is possible to have a calorimetric evaluation of the total power deposited
on the calorimeter by the beam.
Figure 22: Left: Cooling channels of the diagnostic calorimeter. Right: Scheme of the block
cooling from the back plate[44].
Despite the large ratio between the durations of the beam-on and the beam-off phases
(10 seconds every 180 seconds), cooling is not always sufficient to reduce the temperature
to its starting value before a new beam is extracted, especially at high beam power.
See for example Figure 23, where a simulated temperature signal of a thermocouple over
consecutive pulses is shown.
Figure 23: Simulation of thermocouple signal over consecutive pulses for a power density of
3 MW/m2 [44].
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As shown on the right side of Figure 22, for every block the thermal resistor through
which heat is exchanged with the cooling channel is placed close to one of the block
vertices. For this reason, as it will be discussed later, the temperature within a block may
present high differences (up to 10 °C out of 200 °C after the beam-on phase for a power
load of 1.5 MW/m2) between the part closer to the cooling pipes and the opposite one
(see Figure 24).
Figure 24: ANSYS simulation of temperature profile over a block surface at the end of the beam-
on phase, with a power density of 1.5 MW/m2. Courtesy of R.Nocentini (IPP).
The calorimeter is observed by a FLIR1 A655sc camera with a field of view of 45° × 34°
installed to one of the ports of the vacuum tank. Its resolution is 640 x 480 pixels and its
spectral range is 7.8 - 14 µm. For every pulse, the camera receives a trigger signal about
five seconds before the HV phase and it acquires IR images for one minute recording the
10 seconds beam-phase and the first part of the beam-off one. Since the camera is placed
in a side port, the image is distorted and has to be corrected (see Figure 25). This aspect
will be considered in section 4.2.
Furthermore the actual camera field of view (FOV) is limited by the port itself as
shown in Figure 25.
For this reason in the image corners also part of the support of the camera (which is
out of focus) may be seen. This of course affects the temperature measurement, as will
be discussed in section 5. Nevertheless the area of the diagnostic calorimeter where the
negative ion beam impacts is almost completely visible.
As mentioned above, thermocouples of type K NiCr- Ni were brazed in 48 blocks
(Figure 21) providing temperature profiles along 4 lines. The temperature signals from
these TCs have been used to absolutely calibrate the IR measurements over the whole
calorimeter blocks, i.e to determine their emissivity (see section 4).
An example of the TC profiles along horizontal and vertical lines is given in Figure 26,
where the temperature increase (due to the beam power deposition on the surface) mea-
1FLIR Systems, Inc., www.FLIR.com
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sured by the thermocouples of the upper horizontal line and of the left vertical line are
shown for ELISE pulse #6188, whose IR image was shown in Figure 25.
Figure 25: Left: Field of view of the IR camera. Right: IR image of the ELISE calorimeter after
a beam phase for ELISE pulse #6188 (the background temperatures before the beam
have been subtracted). The white dashed lines correspond to the TC position. The
colorbars refers to the temperature increase induced by the beam power deposition.
Figure 26: Thermocouple measurement of the temperature increase induced by the beam power
deposition for ELISE pulse #6188. Left: Left vertical line of thermocouples; the
black dashed lines represent the separation between the upper and the lower half of
the calorimeter. The blue dashed lines give the expected position in vertical direction
for the beamlet groups centers of the upper and lower half. Right: Upper horizontal
line of thermocouples; the black dashed lines represent the separation between the left
and the right half of the calorimeter.
The vertical profiles have a local minimum in the central part, meaning that divergence
of pulse # 6188, about 1.5° according to beam emission spectroscopy (see section 3.2.3),
is low enough to distinguish the two rows of beamlet groups. It is also possible to notice
the vertical shift of the beam due to the magnetic filter field. Since the two rows of
beamlet groups are well separated in fact (see Figure 25), the two maxima of the vertical
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temperature profile for a non-deflected beam shoul be at the same vertical position of the
projections of the beamlet group centers (±20 cm), that is not the case in Figure 26, where
these positions are identified by the blue dashed lines.
The temperature profile along the horizontal line is given by a bell-shaped curve. The
reason why in the central part the temperature increase is higher is that in the center the
number of superimposing beamlets is larger than at the borders. For very low divergences
four peaks corresponding to the beamlet groups should be seen. Another aspect that is
interesting to notice in the horizontal profile is the huge temperature difference (8-9 K out
of 115 K) between the two central thermocouples, which is not expected by looking at the
IR image from Figure 25. This aspect will be considered again in section 4.3.
From the thermocouples datasheet, with a junction reference temperature of 0 °C, their
error on temperature measurement is the larger one between ± 2.5 °C and the 0.75 % of
the temperature expressed in °C. This is the error that will be used for calculation in
the following. Various effects however suggest that it is reasonable to expect a (difficult
to quantify) larger error. For example the temperature of the junction, which is about
20 °C, may have some fluctuations in the order of 2-3 °C. Furthermore, the acquisition
system for the thermocouples is formed by two branches, two different electronic chains,
one for panels 1 and 4 and the other for panels 2 and 3. The difference between the two
measurement systems was determined with an oscilloscope to be a delay of about 5 ms
between the signals measured by the two chains.
3.2.2 W-wire calorimeter
This calorimeter is positioned 1.8 m downstream the grounded grid. It is made by 100
tungsten wires spaced by 20 mm, and drawn vertically and horizontally in two vertical
planes, spaced by 10 mm in the beam direction. The wires are heated by the beam and emit
light. By observing them via an optical camera CCD it is possible to determine a profile
of the beam. In order to have a low response time, the wires are thin (thickness: 0.2 mm).
To compensate the wires expansion caused by their heating up, spring-loaded holders
are used. At the moment this diagnostics is only qualitative since its calibration is not
straightforward due to the difficult evaluation of the various heat exchange processes.
However this calorimeter gives a basic idea of the beam position and homogeneity and
future calibration could provide another instrument to determine a 2D map of the beam
power density. Examples of W-wires images are shown in Figure 27.
Figure 27: Photographs of the beam heating the tungsten wire calorimeter taken during two beam
pulses at ELISE. Left: ELISE pulse #7268. Right: ELISE pulse #7911.
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The main parameters of the shown pulses are listed in Table 4. The pulse on the left
has a very low divergence, about 1°, so the beamlets group are clearly distinguishable.
The pulse on the right has a much larger divergence, about 3°, so the single groups cannot
be distinguished.
Parameters Pulse #7268 Pulse #7911
Isotope Deuterium Hydrogen
divergence (on BES LoS #19) 0.89° 3.17°
Normalised perveance Π/Π0 0.30 0.22
Extraction voltage 4.5 kV 7.5 kV
Acceleration voltage 25.1 kV 27.9 kV
Extracted current 9.5 A 20.9 A
RF power 125 kW 200 kW
Table 4: Main parameters of ELISE pulses #7268 and #7911.
3.2.3 Beam emission spectroscopy (BES)
Beam emission spectroscopy is based on the Doppler effect and it allows to measure
the beamlet divergence and homogeneity. The Doppler effect is responsible for a shift in
the central wavelength of an emission line emitted by a particle which is moving with a
non-zero speed in the direction parallel to the optical axis of the detector (spectrometer).
Let θ be the angle between the optialc axis and the trajectory of the radiating particle
(see Figure 28), then the wavelenght λ0 is shifted to
λ =
1 + β cos θ√
1− β2 λ0 (29)
where v =βc is the particle velocity, and c is the light velocity.
Figure 28: Scheme of one BES line of sight (in red). θ is the angle between the LoS and the beam
axis.
BES system at IPP test facilities uses the (n = 3) excitation of Balmer line (Hα) due
to its high intensity in the beam and its easy detectibility (it is in the visible wavelength
range). Atoms in state n = 3 are created in the collision of the ions with the residual gas.
For a negative hydrogen beam, the main reactions are:
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H− + H2 → H0(n = 3) + H2 + e (30)
H0 + H2 → H0(n = 3) + H2 (31)
H0 + H2 → H0 + 2H0(n = 3) (32)
where slow and fast particles are distinguished by underlining the latter.
In the case of the beam, a typical spectrum of the Hα emission for θ larger than 90°
can be seen in Figure 29. The unshifted Hα peak (1) is present at λ0 = 656.3 nm, while a
second peak (2) appears at smaller λ: this is the Doppler-shifted peak. A third peak (3)
appears between (1) and (2): this is the so-called stripping peak caused by negative ions
whose electron is stripped (see section 1.3) inside the EG apertures before they reach the
full acceleration energy. For stripping calculation see [11].
Given a beam with a certain divergence, its particle have a velocity distribution in
the plane which is orthogonal to the beam itself. This distribution is responsible for the
broadening of the shifted peak (2) in Figure 29, so the beam divergence δ is proportional
to the width of the Doppler shifted peak. In general the half 1/e width is used to evaluate
divergence in ELISE BES spectra.
Figure 29: Typical spectrum of a negative ion beam from BES [46]. The beam divergence δ
is proportional to the width of the shifted peak, which is due to neutrals at full
acceleration energy.
Doppler-shifted spectroscopy is a simple and robust tool since no absolute calibration is
necessary, it is non-invasive and the presence of magnetic fields or high potentials does not
disturb the recorded spectra. At ELISE, the beamlet divergence is generally much higher
than what is required for ITER NBI (around 2-3 °in average, however larger than 1°), so
2 meter downstream the grounded grid, i.e. where BES diagnostics is located, beamlets
are generally superimposed. In addition, since each LoS goes through many beamlets,
BES cannot give the divergence of the single beamlet, but an averaged divergence of the
beamlets along the line of sight.
The Doppler shift spectroscopy system at ELISE is based on 20 LoS: 20 collimator
lenses are installed on the ion source flange. Every lense focuses the collected light on an
optic fibre which is conntected to an Acton2 spectrometer which is equipped with a CCD.
2Princeton Instruments (Roper Industries Inc.), www.princetoninstruments.com
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The aperture angle of the lines of sight, indicated in Figure 28, was measured to be about
0.6°.
The spectrometer spatial resolution is 7 pm/pixel and its apparatus profile, i.e. the
measured intrinsic width of a line, is 0.042 nm. The main features of the apparatus are
kept into account for correcting the BES evaluation of divergence.
As shown in Figure 19, 16 LoS are arranged in horizontal direction, providing a vertical
divergence profile, and 4 are arranged in vertical direction, providing a horizontal diver-
gence profile. The reason for this difference in the number of LoS used in the two direction
is that most of the possible inhomogeneities in the beam divergence are expected to occur
in the vertical direction, due to the horizontal direction of the filter field, which leads to a
vertical deflection of the beam. In the following, ELISE horizontal LoS will be numbered
from bottom to top with numbers from 1 to 16, whereas the vertical ones will numbered
from right to left using numbers from 17 to 20. Using again a coordinate system whose
x axis is horizontal, y axis vertical and the origin is given by the center of the diagnostic
calorimeter, BES vertical LoS are placed at x= -24, -8, 8, 24 cm that are the position of
the centers of the beamlet groups introduced in section 3.1, whereas the horizontal are in
between y= -37.5 cm and y= 37.5 cm with a 5 cm spacing. In the following, when single
divergence estimates will be given for a beam, one of the two central vertical LoS, #19,
will be used.
The angle of observation of the various LoS with respect to the beam is 50°. This
means that, according to Eq. (29) in the typical BES spectra at ELISE, the Doppler
shifted peak appears at λ which are larger than λ0.
Presently, BES is the only diagnostics used to evaluate divergence at ELISE, so it will
be largely used for comparison in section 6.1, when divergence will be evaluated from the
data of the diagnostic calorimeter.
The error on the divergence determined by BES depends on the absolute value of the
divergence and generally it is above 10 %. In the range 1.5-3 °, for example, it is reasonable
to assume a 20 % error in the measurements [47].
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4 Calibration of the IR camera
As mentioned in section 3.2.1, the main task of this thesis is to characterise the ELISE
beam in terms of divergence and homogeneity by means of IR images of the diagnostic
calorimeter.
In this chapter it is described how the acquired IR images are used to determine a 2D
map of the power density deposited by the beam on the calorimeter: this is the first step
of the performed analysis.
By means of IR thermography, some principles of which are discussed in section 4.1,
for each pixel of the camera, a temperature can be determined, providing a 2D map of
the temperature on the calorimeter surface. Under the reasonable assumption that the
specific heat of copper does not change significantly in the range of temperatures that
may be reached by the calorimeter during ELISE operation (between 20 °C and 400 °C),
the power deposited by the beam is proportional to the temperature increase and can be
derived by simple calorimetric calculations (see later in this Chapter), as the copper blocks
are inertially cooled.
In order to use IR thermography to determine a 2D map of the temperature two
requirements are mandatory:
• Correction of the perspective, since the IR image, as shown in Figure 25 (see section
3.2.1), is taken by looking the calorimeter from a side port. This aspect will be
considered in section 4.2
• Camera calibration: the proper emissivity of the calorimeter surface has to be deter-
mined, and whether this value changes from block to block (coating uniformity) or
in time has to be assessed. This calibration could be done by matching the camera
measurements with the thermocouples. See section 4.3.
Actually the camera measures the temperature of the blackening layer deposited on the
block surface while the thermocouples measure the temperature in the block volume, 1 cm
below the block surface. So, in principle the two temperatures are different, but in practice,
this difference can be neglected in the beam-off phase, when thermal equilibrium between
the block volume and its surface is achieved. For this reason the beam-off phase has been
used for comparing the results of the temperature measurements from the thermocouples
and the IR camera.
Directly after switching off the beam, the difference between the maximum tempera-
ture on the block surface and the temperature in the thermocouple location is very high.
From simulations performed in ANSYS (see Figure 30) with a beam power density of
1.5 MW/m2, i.e. half of the maximum design power, the surface temperature is about
220 °C, while the block one is about 180 °C, so the difference is around 20 % . After 2
seconds the temperature difference is below 1 %, so the block can be considered to be in
thermal equilibrium, and the two temperatures can therefore be compared (see Figure 31).
These simulations do not consider the influence of the coating layer, that will be dis-
cussed in section 4.2.
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Figure 30: Simulation of the temperature profile inside a block at the end of the beam-on phase
for a power density of 1.5 MW/m2. Courtesy of R. Nocentini (IPP).
Figure 31: Time evolution of the difference (in percentage) between TC and (the maximum of) the
surface temperature in the beam-off phase. Data are taken from ANSYS simulation
with the power load of 1.5 MW/m2 over a single block. Courtesy of R. Nocentini
(IPP).
4.1 Principles of thermography
A blackbody is an object which absorbs all radiation impinging on it at any wavelenght
and, according to Kirchhoff’s law, it is also capable of emission at any wavelenght. To be
more precise, Kirchhoff’s law states that its absorptance αλ and its emissivity λ are the
same at any wavelength. The spectral distribution of a blackbody radiation is described
by Planck’s formula:
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wλ =
8pihc2
λ5(ehc/λkT − 1) (33)
where wλ is the intensity of the radiation emitted at the wavelength λ, h is the Planck
constant, k the Boltzmann constant, c the speed of light and T is the temperature of
the blackbody. By integrating Eq. (33) over the whole spectrum, one gets the Stefan-
Boltzmann law for a blackbody.
W = σT 4 (34)
which gives the intensity W of the radiation emitted by the blackbody, where σ is the
so-called Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
A blackbody is an ideal emitter and in general the emittance of a body is lower than a
blackbody’s one. The emittance of a body is described by the so-called emissivity , whose
range is [0,1], where 1 represents a blackbody. In the following an average emissivity  of
the coating layer in the camera spectrum will be determined.
There are three processes preventing a real object from acting like a blackbody: ab-
sorption, reflection and transmission. They are described through three parameters (wave-
length dependent) called absorptance (αλ), transmittance (τλ) and reflectance (ρλ) which
must obey Eq. 35.
αλ + ρλ + τλ = 1 (35)
So the effects of other radiation sources and the role of the environment in which the
camera and the radiating object are placed have to be taken into account. Referring
to Figure 32, representing the scheme of the IR measurement, let Tobj be the object
temperature and Wobj be its radiated power (as a blackbody), let Trefl be the temperature
of other radiating objects, whose radiation is reflected by the object surface and therefore
seen by the camera, Wenv the power radiated by the environment and τ an average value
of its transmittance. Then the total power on the camera is
Wtot = τWobj + (1− )τWrefl + (1− τ)Wenv (36)
Assuming the camera to produce an output signal S proportional to the received power
W , than the signal due to the object may be extracted as
Sobj =
1
τ
Stot − 1− 

Srefl − 1− τ
τ
Satm (37)
Once Stot is measured and Srefl and Senv are estimated, Sobj is obtained.
In summary, for the IR data analysis, the parameters that have to be known to evaluate
temperatures are:
• the object emissivity 
• the object distance Dobj
• the temperature of the environment Tenv
• the reflected ambient temperature Trefl
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Figure 32: Scheme of the IR measurement. 1) Surroundings, 2) Calorimeter, 3) Environment, 4)
Camera [48].
For the analysis an average distance of 2 m can be determined from the positions of
the calorimeter and of the port in which the camera is placed, while the emissivity of the
blackening layer will be determined in section 4.3. For the temperatures Tenv and Trefl
reasonable values will be presented in the following.
4.2 Data processing
As mentioned in 4.1, to describe the beam its total power deposition is used. For this
reason the temperature increase caused by the power deposited during the beam phase
onto the calorimeter is evaluated by the difference between the frame just before the beam
and a frame after the beam. From Figure 33, in which the frame before the beam has been
subtracted to obtain the temperature increase, it may be seen that the IR temperature
signal exhibits a considerably more rapid increase than the TC signal when the beam hits
the calorimeter surface. After this rapid increase, the two signals grow with a similar slope
and after the beam is switched off, if the emissivity of the camera is set properly, they are
superimposed in the cooling phase.
Figure 33: Comparison between TC and IR temperature signals for a proper emissivity value.
The shaded region represents the beam-on phase.
The difference between the temperature of the block surface and volume (30 °C out of
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120 °C at the end of the beam-on phase) is larger, in percentage, than what was found
by simulation in which the layer was not considered (Figure 30), suggesting that this
difference is not only due to the finite conductivity of Cu, but also to the adhesion of the
blackening layer to the block surface.
The difference between the two signals (IR camera and TC) however, can still be con-
sidered negligible about 2 seconds after the beam is switched off (see Figure 33). For this
reason, in the following, the temperature increase ∆T due to the beam power deposition
is evaluated by considering a frame 1.8 s after the HV phase. In addition, looking at the
TC signal, the temperature difference between this frame and the instant immediately
after the beam, is quite small (the cooling rate is about 0.1-0.2 °C per frame, see below),
therefore this temperature is a good estimate of the temperature at the location of the
thermocouples when the beam is switched off.
The temperature within a block, as discussed in 3.2.1, may present high differences
between the part closer to the cooling pipes and the opposite one (see Figure 24). For this
reason, and also for smoothing local coating disuniformities, the pixel temperatures are
averaged inside each block.
As discussed at the end of section 4.1, in order to evaluate temperatures, some param-
eters have to be set. The temperature Trefl is mainly determined by the presence of the
cryopumps, whose behaviour is not exactly reproducible. The value Trefl = 14 °C has been
chosen from the analysis on the previously used beam dump calorimeter [45]. An average
distance of 2 m between camera and calorimeter has been considered and Tenv was fixed
to 20 °C.
The influence of Trefl on the results of temperature measurements is higher when the
temperature of the investigated radiating object, i.e. the calorimeter, gets closer to it.
This means that the temperature measured on the border blocks of the calorimeter (those
which are less heated by the beam and therefore have a temperature quite close to Trefl)
may present a larger systematic error due to fluctuations of Trefl around the set value. This
error could turn into an error in the emissivity estimate for those blocks. The estimate for
the inner blocks is, of course, more robust.
The sampling frequency of 6.25 Hz (so one frame every 0.16 s) represents a compro-
mise between the accuracy in the reconstruction of the time evolution of the calorimeter
temperature and the data storage. The total acquisition time was set to 1 minute, so 375
frames. Also this choice is a compromise between the capability to describe the cooling
phase and the data storage. With the present settings, each video has a dimension of about
230 MB. To estimate the beam power deposition however, only two frames are necessary,
one before and one after the beam.
The software provided by FLIR together with the camera itself, allows to set all of the
parameters described above and to determine online the temperatures of some user-defined
spots or profiles. The data are saved in a *.seq file, a movie in which calibration constants
and the data corresponding to each pixel and each frame are saved.
In order to have maximum freedom in the data analysis, it was desirable to access the
camera raw data. For this reason a non-disclosure agreement was signed between IPP and
FLIR, which allowed to access both the raw data (the pixel counts) and all the constants
together with the formulas used for the temperature evaluation. In principle this permits
to define different settings parameters, such as distances or emissivities, for the different
pixels.
A program for reading the *.seq file as a binary file was therefore developed and is
now used for data analysis. So far, the reading of the *.seq file has been done off-line, but
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next step will be to use this program for online extraction and analysis of the raw data,
in order to have information on the beam power deposition directly after the beam pulse
is off.
Instead of correcting the perspective, lines were drawn in the IR image along the
separations between the blocks, thus defining the geometry of the calorimeter, as shown
in Figure 34. These lines can clearly be seen (especially in the beam-on phase) since the
temperature at the position of the separation is lower than within the blocks (see the left
side of Figure 35 ),
Figure 34: Position and dimension of the calorimeter in the pixel coordinate system of the IR
camera. The red lines represent the separations between the blocks.
By determining from one IR image the positions of the pixels which are closer to
the two extremes of each of these lines, their equations in the pixel coordinate system
were determined and, by solving the linear system of equations associated to the block
separation lines, the positions of each block vertices (in pixels) have been found. Since
as just discussed, in the separations between the blocks the temperature profile is not
continuous, the pixel closer to the block sides were neglected as shown in Figure 35.
Figure 35: Left: Zoom of an IR image. Black lines are the two axes of the calorimeter. Right:
Zoom of the calorimeter geometry. Red lines represent the separations between blocks,
blue points the pixels selected for the temperature evaluation.
After extracting the pixel counts of the pixels for the selected frames, one before the
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beam and one 1.8 s after the beam, they can be converted in temperature, according to
the calibration formula given by FLIR.
4.3 Emissivity determination
The camera calibration procedure consists mainly in determining an emissivity  that
is suitable to describe the coating of the calorimeter i.e that allow to match the determined
temperatures to the results from the TCs.
As discussed in section 4.1 the intensity W of the radiation emitted by an object may
be written as a function of its temperature T , its emissivity  and some other parame-
ters depending on the conditions in which the measurement is performed. Neglecting for
simplicity the last ones this means that W may be written as
W = f(T, ) (38)
The formula used for calculations is not trivial, however it can be inverted extracting
 as a function of the temperature and of the radiation intensity
 = g(T,W ) (39)
The intensity of the radiation is derived from the pixel counts of the camera and
temperature is measured by the TCs under the previously motivated assumption that this
can be used as an estimate for the surface temperature in the beam-off phase. What is
found, is the  value for which the temperature derived from the IR camera is in agreement
with the thermocouple results.
This calculation was performed for the cooling phase, when the temperature within
each block is more uniform. Since after the beam-on phase the temperature does not
always return to its previous value (see section 3.2.1), the calibration has been done by
taking into account the data of the first beam of each operation day, so that no influence
from the previous pulses is registered.
For each pulse, the data of 25 frames (every 10 frames, so every 1.6 s) in the cooling
phase have been extracted (see the red circles in Figure 36) and used to get a single
emissivity value for each block hosting a thermocouple.
Figure 36: Typical temperature signal from a thermocouple. Red circles represent the frames
used for the emissivity determination.
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It has to be noted that due to the electronic chain each thermocouple has a different
temperature offset. This offset may vary a lot from TC to TC, even within panels with
the same electronics, for example panels 2 and 3, as shown in Figure 37.
Figure 37: Signals from different thermocouples from panels 2 and 3. Different temperature
offsets are evident before the beam-on phase, in the range 0-10 s.
For the power deposition estimate this is not a problem since temperature differences
are used, but for the calibration of the IR camera an absolute temperature is needed.
So the thermocouples are used to measure the temperature increase ∆T , and the initial
temperature of the blocks is determined by measuring the water temperature in the cooling
channels of the four panels, whose offset for a reference temperature of 20 °C has been
measured separately.
The errorbars for a single measurement (matching of one TC for one frame in one
shot) have been obtained by propagation of the thermocouples and KTY19 measurement
uncertainties (mentioned in section 3.2). These errorbars are around the 5-6 % for the
outer thermocouples, where temperature increase is lower, and around 2 % for the inner
ones, most heated by the beam. Averaging over the selected frames the statistical error
for the  determination in one pulse is around 1 %.
By averaging in time (that is day by day) the values of  found for each block associated
to a TC, it is possible to get four emissivity 1D profiles along the TC lines shown in Figure
21 and assess the coating uniformity. These profiles are shown in Figures 38 and 39. The
shaded regions correspond to the regions of the calorimeter which are more heated by the
beam. In the horizontal direction this is between x = -30 cm and x = 30 cm. This range
was chosen as reference since the external beamlet groups have centers in x = ± 24 cm
and the half width of a beamlet group (at the GG) is 5 cm. In the vertical direction two
areas have been shaded. They have been determined with the same principle, considering
an average downward deflection of the beam of 6 cm and the vertical half width of the
beamlet groups (at the GG) of about 15 cm. So they have been centered at y = 14 cm
and y = -26 cm respectively and have a width of 30 cm.
From Figures 38 and 39, it can be seen that emissivity exhibits local minima in the
most heated regions. This could suggest that the power deposition by the beam is eroding
and degradating the coating and so reducing its emissivity.
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Figure 38: Emissivity profiles along horizontal TC lines as time average (day by day) of the values
of the analysed pulses. The shown errorbars are those of the single measurement
(matching of one TC for one frame in one shot). Left: top TC line. Right: bottom
TC line. The shaded region corresponds to the parts of the calorimeter which are
more heated by the beam.
Figure 39: Emissivity profiles along vertical TC lines as time average (day by day) of the analysed
pulses. The shown errorbars are those of the single measurement (matching of one
TC for one frame in one shot). Left: left line. Right: right line. The shaded region
corresponds to the parts of the calorimeter which are more heated by the beam.
Considering the trend of  with respect to time for a central TC (coordinates x = 20 mm,
y = 180 mm), shown in Figure 40, some scatter is clearly visible, but also a decreasing trend
seems to occur. The errorbars displayed in Figure 40, are those of single measurements,
that are around 2 % for a central thermocouple.
This decreasing trend is in agreement with the hypothesis of some coating erosion due
to the beam itself. These results may be verified by an optical inspection of the calorimeter
coating during the next opening of the tank, meanwhile they suggest to continue moni-
toring the coating emissivity regularly.
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Figure 40: Emissivity estimate vs time (as pulse number) for a central thermocouple. The shown
errorbars are those of the single measurement (matching of one TC for one frame in
one shot).
From Figures 38 and 39 it can be seen that the emissivity estimates found in panel 2
and 3 are slightly higher than in panels 1 and 4. The average in panel 1 and 4 is 0.83,
whereas in panel 2 and 3 it is 0.86, two slightly different values.
4.4 Test of the emissivity calibration
To test whether this calibration, performed with low power pulses (∆T< 60°), the first
pulses of each operation day, is valid also for higher power pulses, additional measurements
have been performed.
A matching between the result of IR camera and thermocouples on a horizontal and
vertical line was performed for a pulse with higher power (in the middle of an operation
day). In this test, whose results are shown in Figures 41 and 42,  was set to  = 0.85 (a
global average) for all the calorimeter blocks . Temperature differences between the frame
before the beam and the one 1.8 s after have been used to neglect the TC offset due to
the electronic chain.
Figure 41: Temperature measurements along horizontal TC lines for ELISE pulse # 6461. The
red series gives the TC measurements, the blue one gives the results from the IR camera
for  = 0.85. The black dashed line represents the vertical axis of the calorimeter.
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Figure 42: Temperature measurements along vertical TC lines for ELISE pulse # 6461. The red
series gives the TC measurements, the blue one gives the results from the IR camera
for  = 0.85. The black dashed line represents the horizontal axis of the calorimeter.
The horizontal and vertical profiles from the two diagnostics are quite similar. In both
cases it is possible to see bell-shaped horizontal profiles, with a flatter region in their
center, and the vertical profiles have a local minimum in the central part, meaning that
divergence of pulse # 6461 is low enough to distinguish the rows of groups.
As a reminder, from the thermocouple datasheet, for a junction reference temperature
of 0 °C, the maximum error on one measurement is the higher between 2.5 °C and 0.75 %
of the measured temperature. Some points have a difference between the TC and IR
measurements that is around 7 °C out of 140 °C, about 5 %.
Moreover, it is reasonable that the error on the TC measurement is higher than what
is derived from the data sheet, so a 5 % difference is a good result. Some reasons could lie
for example in the electronic chain or in the temperature of the reference junction of the
thermocouples, which is about 20 °C and presents some fluctuation in the order of 2-3 °C.
However, one thing has to be noticed: the points standing out of the discussed statistical
error range lie in panels 2 and 3 that, as discussed in section 3.2.1, have the same electronic
chain, whereas the differences in panel 1 and 4, which have another electronic chain, are
generally within the errorbars.
A possible explanation for this behaviour are emissivity differences. In this case how-
ever, emissivity of panel 2 and 3 should be quite higher than 0.86 (the average calculated
before). It was found that a perfect matching can be achieved for the upper line by setting
to  = 0.83 the emissivity of panel 1 and 4 (the average calculated before) and to  = 0.91
the emissivity of panel 2 and 3. The results are shown on the left side of Figure 43. Such
huge difference in the emissivity (10 %) is not expected, at least not with this strange
scheme in which panels in opposite positions have the same behaviour. This scheme is
more likely to be due to the different electronic chains. Since, with respect to the results
of section 4.3, the emissivity which has to be changed for achieving a better matching is
the one of panels 2 and 3, while the previously estimated  = 0.83 gives an almost perfect
agreement between the two diagnostics in panel 1 and 4, it is reasonable to assume that
the different emissivity evaluation is due to the electronic chains of panels 2 and 3 and
consider the estimate  = 0.83 as more robust.
Assuming  = 0.83 as a correct emissivity estimate, the temperature measured by
the TC in panels 2 and 3 is always lower than the estimate from the camera and a
slight miscalibration of the electronics of panel 2 and 3, resulting in a gain different from
expected, could be considered as an explanation for the differences in the temperature
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measurement.
Setting  = 0.83 and assuming an under-estimate around 6-7 % in panels 2 and 3, the
measurements of the two diagnostic are in fact in very good agreement (see the right side
of Figure 43).
Figure 43: Left: Matching of the results of the temperature measurements from the TCs and
the IR camera along the upper line of TCs. Left: By setting  = 0.83 in panel 1
and  = 0.91 in panel 2. Right: By setting  = 0.83 for all the calorimeter blocks
and assuming a miscalibration of 6 % for the TCs of panel 2. The black dashed line
represents the vertical axis of the calorimeter. ELISE pulse #6461.
Considering a pulse with lower power (about half of the previuos one, and in the order
of those used for the calibration) the differences which are found in panel 2 and 3 assuming
again an average of  = 0.85, are less evident, as it is shown in Figure 44.
Figure 44: Temperature measurements along vertical TC lines for ELISE pulse # 5752. The red
series gives the TC measurements, the blue one gives the results from the IR camera
for  = 0.85. The black dashed line represents the horizontal axis of the calorimeter.
The value of emissivity which fits best the data of panels 2 and 3 is found to be  = 0.88,
while  = 0.83 can guarantee again a good matching for panels 1 and 4 (see Figure 45, on
the left). Again the signals of panel 2 and 3 may be matched satisfactorily also assuming
a sistematic error of 6-7 % in the TC measurement (Figure 45, on the right).
The fact that  = 0.83 can provide a good agreement between the measurement of the
two diagnostics in a wide temperature range (∆T = 30-150°C) for panels 1 and 4, while the
emissivity value to obtain a similarly good agreement for panels 2 and 3 has to be changed
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Figure 45: Matching of the results from TCs and IR camera along the upper line. Right: By
setting  = 0.83 for the TCs in panel 1 and  = 0.88 for the TCs in panel 2. Right:
By setting  = 0.83 for all the calorimeter blocks and assuming a miscalibration of
6 % for the TCs of panel 2. The black shaded line represents the vertical axis of the
calorimeter. ELISE pulse #5752.
(from 0.86 to 0.91) suggests that  = 0.83 is a better emissivity estimate and that a slight
miscalibration in the electronic chain of panels 2 and 3 is a reasonable option. In particular
the latter hypothesis is supported by the fact that it allows to achieve a good agreement
between the two diagnostics in the investigated temperature range (∆T = 30-150 °C) 3.
The goodness of this choice will be however tested again in the next section, in which the
estimate of the power deposited by the beam on the calorimeter surface obtained by the
data from the IR camera, will be compared to the estimate of the beam power deposition
from the water calorimetry.
4.5 Comparison with water calorimetry
Calorimetry allows to determine the heat absorbed by an object from its temperature
increase. In the case of the diagnostic calorimeter, two calorimetric estimates can be
performed. One of them is from the water flowing in the cooling channels and the other
from the copper blocks on the front side of the calorimeter. Since the heat deposited on
the blocks surface is transferred to the back side of the calorimeter where it is removed by
the cooling system, the two estimate should be compatible. It is however reasonable to
expect a slightly lower estimate from IR thermography. The temperature increase of the
blocks surface (the one which is seen by the IR camera) is in fact due to the portion of
the beam which directly hit the surface. The power which is deposited in the separations
between the blocks instead, does not determine an increase of the surface temperature,
but it however heats the back plate and is removed by the cooling. The ratio between the
total surface of the blocks and the calorimeter surface is given by
R =
900× (0.038 m× 0.038 m)
1.2 m× 1.2 m ∼ 0.90 (40)
For this reason, if the camera is well calibrated, the ratio between the two power
estimates, is expected to be between 0.90 and 1.
3Just before the deadline to submit this thesis, the hypothesised miscalibration of the elecronic chain
of panels 2 and 3 was confirmed experimentally.
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In the case of IR thermography, since the blocks are inertially cooled, an average value
of the power deposited by the beam can simply be determined as
P =
cCuρCuV∆T
∆t
(41)
where ∆T is the block temperature increase, ∆t the beam duration, V the block
volume, cCu the specific heat and ρCu the density of copper.
For the water calorimetry the principle is the same with all the quantities referred to
water, but an integration to infinity is performed, to consider all the deposited power. So
the total deposited power is estimated as
P =
∫∞
0 cH2OmH2O∆T (t)dt
∆t
(42)
The comparison is done on the estimated current densities on the four calorimeter
panels, that are proportional to the deposited power since the power may also be written
as:
P = IUHV = jAUHV (43)
where UHV is the total voltage, A the area of the grid apertures and j the current density,
under the assumptions that all the power is carried by particles at full energy and that
the current density is flat across the apertures and uniform in the various apertures.
Since it is not straightforward to determine from which part of the grids the particles
impinging on each panel come from, the area A used for calculation is the total extraction
area (985 cm2) and what is determined is an estimate of the portion of the accelerated
current density which impinges on each of the panels.
As it may be seen in Figure 46, the results of the two determinations of the current
densities are correlated, and the slope of the straight lines that best fits the data is in the
previuosly defined range for 3 panels out of 4: only panel 1 gives a slope below 0.90.
Figure 46: Current densities on the four panels: IR thermography vs water calorimetry. Left:
Panels 1 and 3. Right: Panels 2 and 4.The black dashed lines represent the bisector
of the first quadrant.
The temperature measured by the camera depends only on the measured radiance, the
setting parameters and the chosen emissivity. Since settings are kept fixed, this result
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allows to conclude that the chosen emissivity is suitable for meaningful power evaluation.
It is also possible to find a reasonable explanation for the different slopes which are found
in the four panels.
Since in principle the IR measurement is identical in the four panels, the reason for
this could be found in the water calorimetry. For example the water flows cooling each of
the four panels are not measured, but they are simply assumed to be all equal to 1/4 of
the total water flow.
Because of the beam downward deflection due to the magnetic filter field, a larger
power is expected on the lower panels. This result is found by both diagnostics (Figure
47). Looking at the percentages of the total current impinging on the four panels, water
calorimetry provides equal power on the two lower panels and a difference around 20% for
the two upper ones, whereas thermography reduces this difference to 10%, as shown in
Figure 47, indicating a more homogeneous beam.
Figure 47: Current on the four panels with respect to the total. Left: water calorimetry. Right:
IR thermography.
In conclusion, an emissivity value  = 0.83 can be considered a good average in time
(days and months) and space (the calorimeter surface) for the analysis performed in this
thesis.
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5 IR data analysis
The main objective of the data analysis presented in this thesis is to provide a char-
acterisation of the beam of the ELISE test facility. In particular, beamlet divergence and
beam homogeneity will be determined from the IR image of the calorimeter. The diver-
gence of the single beamlets cannot be derived directly from the IR image, because at
3.5 m from the grounded grid, for the typical divergences measured at ELISE (larger than
1°) beamlets are not distinguishable. However, the widening of the beamlets is correlated
with a measurable widening of the beamlet groups.
Also the definition of homogeneity given in section 1.3 has to be adapted for the same
reason. A reasonable approach is to apply the definition to the beamlet groups considering
homogeneous a beam in which the current (and so the power) associated to each beamlet
group does not differ more than 10 % from the average of all the beamlet group currents
(or powers).
5.1 Fit of the power density profile
The power density profiles obtained with the IR camera are fitted via eight Gaussian
sub-beams, one for each beamlet group. This fit should provide the main features of the
beam such as its divergence and homogeneity.
The number of free parameters was set to 14: 8 amplitudes A1,. . .A8, 4 widths σxtop ,
σxlow , σytop , σylow , and 2 vertical positions ytop and ylow, one for each row of beamlet groups.
This number of free parameters results from a compromise between the fit capability
of reproducing the data (χ2 minimization) and the physical meaning of the fit itself. Fits
in which all widths and positions were left free for example, gave non-meaningful results
in many cases, such as very different deflections, amplitudes or widths for beamlet groups
in the same row, due to the partial superposition of the beamlet groups. The choice of
a Gaussian to fit the beamlet group shape is also a compromise. At the plasma grid the
beamlet groups have a rectangular shape, with a height that is about three times their
width. Since the beam is divergent a more elliptical shape is found after 3.5 m, and the
sizes of the two axes get more similar for larger divergences. If divergence is not too low
(below 0.8°), which seldom is the case for ELISE pulses, the data can be fitted satisfactorily
using Gaussian.
The positions of the centers in the horizontal direction are assumed to be the projection
of the beamlet group centers, whereas those in the vertical one, ytop and ylow, are left free,
since a vertical shift due to the magnetic filter field always occur. Amplitudes can describe
beam homogeneity and widths can be correlated with divergence, this is the reason why
different widths between the upper and lower part are assumed as a possibility. So, letting
u(x, y) be the power density on the calorimeter, it could be written as:
u(x, y) =
4∑
i=1
Ai exp[−(x− xi)
2
2σ2xtop
− (y − ytop)
2
2σ2ytop
] +
8∑
i=5
Ai exp[−(x− xi)
2
2σ2xlow
− (y − ylow)
2
2σ2ylow
] (44)
The index numbering the Gaussians grows from left to right and from top to bottom, so
that i = 1 refers to the upper-left and i = 8 to the lower-right, according to the convention
introduced in section 3.2.1 (see Figure 21).
In order to check the general applicability of this fit, two examples for different di-
vergences are given in the following. Some of the beam parameters for the two pulses,
together with the fit results, are listed in Table 5.
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The fit result for a pulse with large divergence (div19 = 3.25°), in which not even the
beamlet groups are distinguishable, is displayed in Figure 48.
The residuals, shown in Figure 48(c), are calculated as the difference between the data
and the fitting function. It has to be noted that residuals are very large in the calorimeter
vertices on the left side of the image. The reason for this is the limit to the camera
field of view given by the port in which it is placed, already discussed in section 3.2.1.
These points have been neglected in the fitting procedure and, excluding them, residuals
are below 5 %, meaning that the fit describes quite well the data and can be considered
satisfactory.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 48: Fit of the power density 2D profile of ELISE pulse #5938, divergence div19 = 3.25°.
a) Raw data with 30 × 30 blocks resolution from the calorimeter. b) Fit results. Blue
crosses represents the Gaussian centers. 1D profiles are extracted along the white
lines. c) Residuals calculated as the difference between the original data and the fit.
For comparison the 1D profiles of power density along vertical and horizontal lines are
shown in Figures 49. The horizontal line goes through the beamlet group centers of the
upper row, the vertical one through the centers of groups #2 and #6: these lines are
drawn in white in Figure 48(b). The data and the fit of the 2D power density profile for
a pulse with small divergence (div19 = 1.17°) are displayed in Figure 50.
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Figure 49: 1D profiles of power density for ELISE pulse #5938. The blue crosses give the camera
measurement, the red curve is the fit. Left: horizontal profile (along line A of Figure
48(b)). Right: vertical profile (along line B of Figure 48(b)).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 50: Fit of the power density 2D profile of ELISE pulse #6308, divergence div19 = 1.17°.
a) Raw data with 30 × 30 blocks resolution from the calorimeter. b) Fit results. Blue
crosses represents the Gaussian centers. 1D profiles are extracted along the white
lines. c) Residuals calculated as the difference between the original data and the fit.
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In this case the residuals are up to 10 %, but the fit can still be considered satisfactory.
These higher residuals with respect to the pulse with larger divergence are reasonable,
since for low divergence the shape of the beamlet groups is more rectangular and therefore
more difficult to fit with Gaussians. In general the uncertainty which is found on the fit
parameters is below 5 %. The 1D profiles of power density along vertical and horizontal
lines are shown in Figures 49.
Figure 51: 1D profiles of power density for ELISE pulse #6308. The blue crosses give the camera
measurement, the red curve is the fit. Left: horizontal profile (along line A of Figure
48(b)). Right: vertical profile (along line B of Figure 48(b)).
Parameters Pulse #5938 Pulse #6308
divergence on Los #19 3.25° 1.17°
Normalised perveance Π/Π0 0.154 0.266
Extraction voltage 9.2 kV 4.6 kV
Acceleration voltage 30.3 kV 25.0 kV
Extracted current 19.8 A 12.1 A
Fit parameters Pulse #5938 Pulse #6308
ytop (5.8±0.2) cm (12.6±0.2) cm
ylow (-35.2±0.3) cm (-26.5±0.2) cm
A1 ( 463±17) kW/m2 ( 456±8) kW/m2
A2 ( 365±24) kW/m2 ( 418±10) kW/m2
A3 ( 400±24) kW/m2 ( 447±10) kW/m2
A4 ( 325±15) kW/m2 ( 425±8) kW/m2
A5 ( 380±11) kW/m2 ( 418±8) kW/m2
A6 ( 287±18) kW/m2 ( 480±9) kW/m2
A7 ( 266±18) kW/m2 ( 402±10) kW/m2
A8 ( 379±11) kW/m2 ( 493±7) kW/m2
σtopx (19.8±0.3) cm (10.9±0.2) cm
σlowx (17.4±0.2) cm (10.1±0.2) cm
σtopy (19.9±0.2) cm (11.9±0.2) cm
σlowy (19.7±0.2) cm (14.0±0.2) cm
Table 5: Main parameters of pulses #5938 and #6308.
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5.2 Beam simulation
In order to find a relation between the beamlet divergence and the widths of the
beamlet groups on the calorimeter surface, some simulations have been performed in IDL.
The beam power was simulated as the superposition of 640 Gaussians, one for each
beamlet, reproducing the geometry of the grids. It has to be noted that the performed
simulations are not simulation of the source processes or of the beam optics, but simply
provide the expected 2D power profile for given power and divergence, upon assuming that
the divergence remains constant along the beamlet path. For these reasons for example, no
vertical shift is observed in the Figures of this section and the Gaussian centers are always
found in the position of the projections of the beamlet group centers on the calorimeter.
Fixing the power of each beamlet, their divergence was changed in order to obtain a
relation between the beamlet divergence and the widths of the fitting Gaussians. All the
beamlets are considered to have the same power and the same divergence, i.e. the beam
is assumed to be homogeneous.
By fitting the resulting power profile on the calorimeter surface it is possible to deter-
mine the widths of the fitting Gaussians as function of the beamlet divergence. Before
fitting the resulting 2D power profile at the calorimeter distance, the image has been di-
vided in 30 × 30 blocks and, in order to reproduce the experimental spatial resolution, an
average was calculated in each of them, so that the procedure applied to the data from
simulation is the same as for the camera data.
For very low divergence, the fit does not make sense since in the 2D power profile
rectangular shapes are still visible and fitting with Gaussian fails, but for divergences
larger than 1°, the fit works fine, giving residuals below 10 %, which decrease for increasing
divergence.
Figure 52 shows the fit result for a simulated beam in which the beamlet divergence
was set to δ = 1.4°, while Figure 53 gives, for the same divergence, the 1D profiles along
the horizontal line passing through the centers of the beamlet groups in the upper row,
and along the vertical line passing through the centers of groups #2 and #6 (the same
profiles used in section 5.1).
The fit can be considered satisfactory since it gives the main features of the beam
in terms of shape and power (amplitude). However, the band structure of the residuals
(see Figure 52(c)) evindences some limits of the used fit. These limits can be more easily
understood from Figure 53, where it can be seen that in the horizontal profile, the fitting
curve is always above the data, and in the vertical one, the two profiles cross each other
many times.
This effect is strongly reduced for larger divergence, confirming that the fit capability
of reproducing the 2D map of the power density deposited by the beam increases with the
beam divergence. An example is given in Figures 54 and 55, both referring to a pulse in
which the beamlet divergence was set to δ = 2.8°. For this divergence, the residuals have
still a band structure in the vertical direction, meaning that the two profiles cross each
other many times, but their magnitude is much lower (few %). The improvement of the
fit result is even more clear by looking at the 1D profiles (Figure 53) which are almost
perfectly superimposed.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 52: Fit of the beam simulated power density 2D profile on the calorimeter surface for a
beamlet divergence δ = 1.4°. a) Data from simulation with 30 × 30 blocks resolution
of the calorimeter. b) Fit results. Blue crosses represents the Gaussian centers. c)
Residuals calculated as the difference between the data from simulation and the fit.
Figure 53: Power density 1D profile for a beamlet divergence δ = 1.4°. Left: horizontal profile.
Right: vertical profile. The blue curve represent the simulated data, the red one gives
the profile resulting from the fit.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 54: Fit of the beam simulated power density 2D profile on the calorimeter surface for a
beamlet divergence δ = 2.8°. a) Data from simulation with 30 × 30 blocks resolution
of the calorimeter. b) Fit results. Blue crosses represents the gaussian centers. c)
Residuals calculated as the difference between the data from simulation and the fit.
Figure 55: Power density 1D profiles for a beamlet divergence δ = 2.8°. Left: horizontal profile.
Right: vertical profile. The blue curve represent the simulated data, the red one gives
the profile resulting from the fit.
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The trend of Gaussian widths with the beamlet divergence obtained from the described
simulations is displayed in Figure 56. Since the beamlet group has an intrinsic width given
by the aperture disposition in the grids, a saturation of the widths for low divergence is
expected. This kind of saturation can be seen for σy. The saturation value is about 10 cm,
corresponding to a half 1/e width of 14 cm, which compared to the initial beamlet group
half width of 16 cm (8 beamlet × 20 mm) is a reasonable result. The saturation of the
horizontal width is expected to occur at a value in the order of σx = 3.5 cm since the initial
half width of the beamlet group in the horizontal direction is about 5 cm. This saturation
cannot be seen in the picture and could probably occur for smaller divergence. These
curves may be used to derive divergence from the Gaussian widths obtained by fitting the
experimental data, as it will be done in section 6. For doing so, σx will be described by a
straight line and σy by a parabola (displayed in Figure 56) since these function reproduce
best the data in the divergence interval that will be considered in the following (1.5° -
4.5°).
Figure 56: Results of simulations performed in IDL: Widths of the Gaussians used for fitting the
beamlet groups vs beamlet divergence.
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6 Beam shift and divergence
In chapter 5 the capability of a fit based on eight Gaussians (one for each beamlet
group) to reproduce the data from the IR camera was verified. Additionally, the scaling of
the fit parameters with beamlet divergence when applied to simulated data, in which no
aspect of the ion source but the grid geometry is taken into account, were checked. In this
chapter also the dependence of the fit parameters from the source parameters, such as the
perveance or the plasma grid current (i.e strength of the magnetic field) will be tested.
In particular it is expected that the current flowing through the plasma grid generates a
vertical deflection of the beam.
The trend of the widths (σx and σy from the fit) with perveance is compared with the
one of divergence, discussed in section 2.2 and shown in Figure 13. At ELISE the value
of normalised perveance is seldom above the perveance optimum (between 0.15 and 0.25
for pulses in hydrogen): this means that in general, an increase of the perveance leads to
a decrease of the divergence.
Moreover, to test the reliability of the IR data analysis, the results about the beamlet
divergence will be compared with the ones from the BES. In the following when comparing
with BES, LoS #3 will be used for the lower part and LoS #11 for the upper part. Their
positions are y3 = -27.5 cm and y11 = 12.5 cm, both 7.5 cm below the projection of
the beamlet group centers. For this reason they are the most suitable to be used for
comparison, since the average downward shift of the beam on the calorimeter surface is
about 6-8 cm (see below). The divergence measured on the vertical LoS are very similar.
In the following, one of the two central LoS, #19, will be used as vertical LoS.
6.1 Benchmark tests and comparison with the BES
This analysis can be divided in three parts. First tests have been done on pulses in
which only one of the two generators was used, i.e. the plasma was generated either in
the two upper or the two lower drivers only. In this case there is only "half" of the beam,
so only superposition in the horizontal direction occurs. The results of this analysis are
shown in section 6.1.1. Then, for pulses with both generators, statistical analysis has been
performed. In this part, hydrogen and deuterium will be analysed separately because
they have different optics since, as discussed in section 2.2, the normalised perveance in
deuterium, for the same current, extraction voltage and geometry, is larger by a factor√
mD/mH =
√
2. Results in hydrogen are summarised in section 6.1.2 while results in
deuterium are in section 6.1.3.
The vertical deflection of the beam due to the magnetic field induced by the PG current
will be discussed in section 6.2.
6.1.1 Scan with one generator
The investigated groups of pulses are performed in deuterium and represent two scans
in the extraction voltage Uex. The other parameters were not changed and are listed in
Table 6.
The trends of the beamlet group widths with respect to divergence, measured by BES,
and normalised perveance are shown in Figures 57 and 58 respectively. The widths σx
and σy increase with increasing divergence (Figure 57) and their trend over the perveance
reproduces the one of divergence itself (discussed in section 2.2).
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Parameter Value
Isotope Deuterium
Acceleration voltage 25.1 kV
RF power 85 kW
PG current 3.3 kA
Source pressure 0.3 Pa
Table 6: Source parameters in the Uex scans with only the upper or lower drivers.
Figure 57: Beamlet group widths vs divergence measured by BES on LoS #19. Left: Plasma
generation in the lower drivers only. Right: Plasma generation in the upper drivers
only. The main parameters of these pulses are given in Table 6.
Figure 58: Beamlet group widths vs normalised perveance. Left: Plasma generation in the lower
drivers only. Right: Plasma generation in the upper drivers only. The main parameters
of these pulses are given in Table 6.
In particular, in the under-perveant region, the beamlet divergence should decrease for
increasing perveance, while in the over-perveant region, an increase of perveance should
lead to an increase of divergence. In the pulses in which only the lower drivers were used
(see the left side of Figure 58), the perveance optimum is found around Π/Π0 = 0.35, that
is reasonable for deuterium since 0.35/
√
2 ∼ 0.25, which is the above-mentioned value
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for hydrogen. Moreover, in this group of pulses, perveances higher than the optimum are
achieved and the expected inversion in the trend (an increase of divergence for increasing
perveance after the optimum) can also be seen. In the group of pulses in which only the
upper drivers were used, the normalised perveance does not exceed 0.35, so it is reasonable
that no inversion is seen.
6.1.2 Hydrogen pulses
This section describes the investigation of the trend of the beamlet group widths with
respect to divergence (given by the BES) and perveance. To this purpose it is not necessary
to introduce any particular filtering of the data. The idea is in fact to simply verify that
larger divergences give larger widths. No particular selection was done on the database and
thus a certain dispersion of the data is expected, as source conditioning (i.e the status of the
caesiation) could be very different, leading to different performances (different currents)
even with identical externally set source parameters.
The correlation of the widths with the divergence measured by BES, was analysed
for the whole database, excluding the pulses in which the fit result had to be considered
unreasonable (at very low or very high divergences).
If the beam is homogeneous it is reasonable to have a correlation between the beamlet
group widths σx and σy in the upper part and those in the lower part. This correlation
occurs for the horizontal width σx, but is instead quite poor for the vertical one σy (see
Figure 59).
Figure 59: Beamlet group widths determined by applying a fit to the results of the IR camera.
Upper half vs lower half. Left: horizontal widths. Right: vertical widths.
Focusing the attention on σy and on why the correlation is not so good, it is found
that the vertical width in the upper half has a good correlation with perveance, whereas
in the lower half it gives really broad data (see Figure 60). This behaviour could reflect
some beam properties difference between the upper and lower grids or plasma behaviour
in the source or could mean that σlowy is the parameter to which the fit is less sensitive.
At present, no explanation was found.
As concerns the horizontal direction, it is possible to find a good correlation with
divergence (almost linear) and perveance, as shown in Figure 61. In general it seems that
in the two halves of the beam (upper and lower groups) the relation with divergence is
slightly different, since the two data series have a poor overlap.
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Figure 60: Beamlet group widths in the vertical direction σy vs normalised perveance. Left:
Upper half. Right: Lower half.
Figure 61: Beamlet group widths in horizontal direction σx vs divergence (left) and perveance
(right).
Finally the results from simulations discussed in section 5.2 were used to derive an
estimate of divergence from the beamlet group widths, i.e from the calorimeter. In Figure
62, this estimate is directly compared with the BES.
What could be infered from Figure 62 is that the value of divergence given by the
calorimeter is generally larger than the value obtained by BES. A possible explanation for
this difference is that the pressure in the tank is not sufficient to achieve a full space charge
compensation at a distance of 2 meters from the grounded grid i.e. where the BES LoS
are placed. In this case the divergence of the beamlets would still be increasing between
the BES LoS and the calorimeter, while the performed simulation assumed a constant
divergence for propagating the beamlets from the grounded grid to the calorimeter surface.
This hypothesis could be confirmed by the preliminary results of studies on SCC that are
currently run at the BATMAN test facility [49], where the tank pressure is of the same
order of magnitude as the source filling pressure at ELISE. Moreover, this hypothesis could
be verified in the future by applying a fitting procedure similar to the one used for the
diagnostic calorimeter to the 2D profile of the intensity radiated by the W-wire calorimeter
(once it will be absolutely calibrated), which is closer to the BES (1.8 meters downstream
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Figure 62: Result of divergence estimate in horizontal direction for pulses in hydrogen : BES vs
calorimeter. The errorbars are shown only on some data points. The black dashed
line represents the bisector of the first quadrant.
the grounded grid). From the resulting widths it would be possible, in the same way that
was used for the diagnostic calorimeter to derive a divergence estimate.
6.1.3 Deuterium pulses
The same analysis presented in section 6.1.2 for pulses in hydrogen was performed also
for pulses in deuterium. In deuterium also the widths σy have shown a good correlation
in the upper and lower part as displayed in Figure 63, differently from what was found for
hydrogen.
Figure 63: Beamlet group widths. Upper half vs lower half. Left: horizontal width. Right:
vertical width.
The trends of the Gaussian horizontal widths with respect to perveance and divergence
are shown in Figure 64. Even in this case, the results for the two isotopes are quite similar.
In particular, the expected difference in the perveance optimum cannot be clearly seen by
comparing this Figure to Figure 61 due to the fact that both curves (for H and D) have a
very broad minimum.
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Figure 64: Beamlet group widths in horizontal direction vs perveance (left) and divergence (right).
Figure 65: Beamlet group widths in vertical direction vs perveance (left) and divergence (right).
Finally the same comparison between BES and calorimeter evaluation of divergence
that was performed for hydrogen, was done also for deuterium pulses, as shown in Figure
66.
The value of the lines angular coefficient for deuterium are just a bit smaller than those
found for hydrogen in the previous section, confirming that the estimate of the divergence
obtained by the calorimeter is larger then the divergence measured by BES.
6.2 Beam vertical deflection
The vertical deflection of the beam at the calorimeter distance from the grids may be
determined as the simple difference between the position of the projection of the beamlet
group centers and the position, ytop for the upper row and ylow for the lower one, which
is obtained by the fit applied to the 2D map of power density. The vertical shift of the
beam is expected to depend mainly on the magnetic field (i.e on the PG current) and on
the particle velocity (i.e on the applied total voltage). Since the strength of the magnetic
field decreases with increasing distance from the plasma grid, the extraction voltage has
a larger influence than the acceleration voltage.
The typical value used for the PG current in hydrogen is around 2 kA. This is used in
most of the pulses, except when a PG current scan is performed.
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Figure 66: Divergence measurement in horizontal direction for pulses in deuterium: BES vs
calorimeter. The errorbars are shown only on some points. The black dashed line
represents the bisector of the first quadrant.
The left side of Figure 67 shows the trend of the beam vertical shift with respect to the
PG current inside a scan. The main source parameters of this scan are listed in Table 7.
As expected, the shift of the beam increases with the PG current, but it has to be noted
that the shift is different in the two halves. Changing the PG current is more effective on
the deflection of the bottom row of beamlet groups. By doubling the PG current in fact,
also the shift is almost doubled, whereas for the upper row the dependence is definitely
weaker. This difference, which is unexpected since the magnetic field lines at the aperture
should be exactly symmetric, has been confirmed by the thermocouples. For the same
pulses, comparing the TC results along vertical lines for the two extremes of the scan (in
which the PG current changes by a factor of 2) the lower part of the beam is confirmed
to have a larger position variation, as can be seen in the right-hand side of Figure 67.
Figure 67: Left: Downward shift determined by the fit to the IR data vs PG current. Right:
Temperature profiles along the left vertical TC line for the two extremes of the PG
current scan Imin = 1.34 kA (in blue) and Imax = 2.67 kA (in red). The vertical solid
lines give the position of the maxima of the temperature profile.
The reason for this unexpected difference in the shift of the two halves is still under
investigation.
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Parameter Value
Isotope Hydrogen
Extraction voltage 5.4 kV
Acceleration voltage 32.1 kV
RF power 125 kW
Source pressure 0.35 Pa
Table 7: Main source parameters in the PG scan.
The analysis performed in this thesis allows to correlate the vertical shift of the beam
also with perveance, as shown in Figure 68, when the PG current is kept fixed.
Figure 68: Downward shift of the beam evaluated by the IR camera data vs normalised perveance
(at fixed magnetic filter field) for pulses in hydrogen. The two data series represent
the upper and lower row of beamlet groups.
This result, which is definitely unexpected, has been confirmed also in deuterium as
displayed in Figure 69.
Figure 69: Downward shift of the beam evaluated by the IR camera data vs normalised perveance
(at fixed magnetic filter field) for pulses in deuterium. The two data series represent
the upper and lower row of beamlet groups.
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From these results it can be infered that the deflection decreases with increasing Π.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon is as follows: below the perveance optimum,
that is generally the case at ELISE (see Figure 61), if perveance is low, than the beamlet
divergence is higher and the beamlet is wider. This means that when the beamlet goes
through the PG aperture, a higher percentage of current is localised in the external region
of the aperture itself. Since the filter field is generated by the current flowing through the
PG, a wider beamlet is closer to the inducing current and therefore experiences a higher
magnetic field. So this macroscopic effect on the beam trajectory could be explained by
local variations of the magnetic field intensity.
Finally the discussed correlation between the downward shift and the perveance was
verified also restricting the analysis to the pulses in which very high currents were achieved
(I>20 A in hydrogen), since Cs conditioning is better and these are the source relevant
conditions (see Figure 70).
Figure 70: Downward shift of the beam evaluated by the IR camera data vs normalised perveance
(at fixed magnetic filter field) for pulses in hydrogen with currents larger than 20 A.
The two data series represent the upper and lower row of beamlet groups.
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7 Beam homogeneity
The objetive of this chapter is to assess the beam homogeneity. As mentioned in
chapter 5, even for the lowest divergences achieved at ELISE, at the calorimeter distance
from the grounded grid (3.5 m), the beamlets are not distinguishable. Therefore the
definition of homogeneity based on beamlets (given in section 1.3) has to be adapted.
A reasonable approach is to apply that definition to the beamlet groups: the maximum
difference between the current (or power) in one beamlet group and the average of all
the beamlet groups will be used as a measure of the beam inhomogeneity. The total
power associated to each beamlet group may be evaluated by the volume of the fitting 2D
Gaussian, which is given by V = 2piAσxσy.
It has to be considered that when divergence is large (around 3° and so of no interest
for an ITER NBI) even the beamlet groups cannot be distinguished. Therefore, even the
fit capability to distinguish a completely homogeneous beam, in which all the beamlet
groups have the same amplitude, from an inhomogeneous one has to be investigated at
large divergences.
From the simulation performed in section 5.2 (see Figure 56), σx turned out to be
about 8 cm, i.e. half of the distance between two groups in the horizontal direction, for
a divergence of 1.6 °(see Figure 56). This means that when divergence is 1.6°, two close
Gaussians intersect each other when they are at about the 60 % of their maximum.
Since in most of the ELISE pulses the divergence is larger than 1.6°, the superposition
could be too high to correctly determine the amplitudes from the fit. This aspect will be
considered again in section 7.2.
7.1 Local inhomogeneity
Since all the beamlet groups of the upper and lower row, respectively, are fitted using
the same widths, the homogeneity within a row is described by the ratio of the Gaussian
amplitudes Ai to the row average amplitude <A>top or <A>bottom.
Figures 71 show the amplitudes of beamlet groups #1, #2, #3 and #4 with respect
to the average amplitude in the upper row <A>top for pulses in hydrogen.
The data are fitted well by straight lines and the statistical error given by the fit
on the angular slopes is very low (1 %). Using these slopes of the fitting lines as an
average amplitude ratio to apply the definition of inhomogeneity to the beamlet groups, a
maximum inhomogeneity for the upper line of 13 % is obtained. By looking at the slopes,
it could be seen that the difference between the amplitudes of groups #1 and #2 is, on
average, equal to 20%.
The respective results for the lower half of the source are shown in Figure 72. Again
large fluctuation (17 %) occurs, this time between groups #7 and #8. For the lower line
inhomogeneity is 9 %.
The resulting trend of the Gaussian amplitudes along the two beamlet group rows
are shown in Figure 73. It is interesting to note that there is no defined profile (for
example larger amplitudes in the center or at the borders), but the amplitudes have some
fluctuations from group to group which tend to compensate with the closer ones. This is
clear in the upper line where A1 and A3 are generally larger than the average, while A2
and A4 are generally smaller.
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Figure 71: Amplitude of Gaussians fitting groups #1, #2, #3 and #4 vs average amplitude in
the upper row for pulses in hydrogen. The solid lines give a fit to the data points (the
open symbols). The black dashed lines represent the bisector of the first quadrant.
Figure 72: Amplitude of Gaussians fitting groups #5, #6, #7 and #8 vs average amplitude in
the lower row for pulses in hydrogen. The solid lines give a fit to the data points (the
open symbols). The black dashed lines represent the bisector of the first quadrant.
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Figure 73: Ratio between the Gaussian amplitudes and their average along a row for pulses in
hydrogen.
As mentioned above, these fluctuations of the angular coefficients (i.e of the amplitudes)
could also be partially introduced by the fit. Because of the high superposition in fact, it
is possible that some power is seen by the fit as coming from a group instead of from
the neighbouring. Considering the spatial resolution of the calorimeter and the high
superposition of the beamlet groups, this kind of error could be reasonable.
Similar results for the upper and lower part of the beam, were obtained in deuterium.
They are shown in Figures 74 and 75.
Figure 74: Amplitude of gaussians fitting groups #1, #2, #3 and #4 vs average amplitude in the
upper row for pulses in deuterium. The solid lines give a fit to the data points (the
open symbols). The black dashed lines represent the bisector of the first quadrant.
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Figure 75: Amplitude of Gaussians fitting groups #5, #6, #7 and #8 vs average amplitude in
the lower row for pulses in deuterium. The solid lines give a fit to the data points (the
open symbols). The black dashed lines represent the bisector of the first quadrant.
The determined inhomogeneity in deuterium is slightly lower compared to hydrogen:
11 % within the upper row and 6 % within the lower one. Since in deuterium lower
divergences are achieved than in hydrogen, this result is in agreement with the hypothesis
of superposition as cause of larger fluctuations in the amplitudes determined by the fit,
and so inhomogeneity.
From this analysis it can be deduced that the inhomogeneity within beamlet group
rows, is in general quite close to the ITER requirements, especially in deuterium.
In order to further verify how divergence correlates with the beam inhomogeneity, a
group of pulses performed in hydrogen with a low divergence (below 2.1° measured on
LoS #3) has been selected. For these pulses the inhomogeneity within the upper row
is reduced from 13 % to 7 % and the maximum difference between two close groups is
reduced from 20% to 12% (see Figure 76). As further test, the trend of inhomogeneity
within the upper row with respect to divergence measured on BES LoS #3 is shown in
Figure 77. This result confirms that the inhomogeneity obtained from the fit grows with
the beamlet divergence, which could be reasonably due to some limit in the fit.
The next section is dedicated to investigate the fit capability to determine a defined
pattern of inhomogeneity (similar to the one of Figure 73). For this reason simulations
of the same type as in section 5.2 will be performed for homogeneous and inhomogeneous
beams with a large divergence.
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Figure 76: Amplitude of gaussians fitting groups #1, #2, #3 and #4 vs average amplitude in the
upper row for pulses in hydrogen with divergence (measured on LoS #3) below 2.1°.
The solid lines give a fit to the data points (the open symbols). The black dashed
lines represent the bisector of the first quadrant.
Figure 77: Inhomogeneity within the upper row from Gaussian fit to beamlet group vs measured
divergence on LoS #3.
7.2 Fit sensitivity to inhomogeneity
In order to test whether the fit can really determine in a correct way the ratio between
the beamlet group power density at large divergence, some simulations were performed
in which an inhomogeneity of 10 % was assumed. Following the scheme of Figure 73,
the power of the beamlets of groups #1, #3, #6 and #8 have been set to a value larger
than the average, its 110 %, while the power of the beamlets of the other groups was set
to the 90% of the average. The resulting 1D profiles of power density along a vertical
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(x = -8 cm) and a horizontal (y = 20 cm) for a divergence δ = 3.5° are given in Figure
78. It has to be noted that in principle, power and divergence are related, since a larger
current (i.e. power) means a larger perveance and therefore a different divergence (smaller
in the under-perveant region). This effect is not taken into account in this simulation,
whose only objective is to test the fit in large overlap conditions.
Figure 78: Simulation of the expected 1D power density profiles along the horizontal line
y = 20 cm (left) and the vertical line x = -8 cm (right) for a completely homoge-
neous beam (in blue) and a beam with an inhomogeneity of 10 % (in red). Divergence
is set to δ = 3.5°.
The 1D profiles are quite superimposed (especially the vertical ones), but the fit can
still discriminate the different amplitudes (see Table 8).
In a mirrored configuration, in which groups #1, #3, #6 and #8 have a current density
equal to the 90 % of the average and the others have a current density equal to the 110 %
of the average, specular results are achieved.
Parameters Simulation input (%) Fit output (%)
A1/ < A > 110 ( 110.1±0.2)
A2/ < A > 90 ( 89.9±0.2)
A3/ < A > 110 ( 110.1±0.2)
A4/ < A > 90 ( 89.9±0.2)
A5/ < A > 90 ( 89.9±0.2)
A6/ < A > 110 ( 110.1±0.2
A7/ < A > 90 ( 89.9±0.2)
A8/ < A > 110 ( 110.1±0.2)
Table 8: Simulation of a inhomogeneous beam with divergence 3.5°. Left column: Percentage
of the average beamlet group power < A > assigned to each beamlet group. Right:
Amplitudes of the Gaussians fitting the data normalised to 100.
This result suggests that the average level of inhomogeneity which is found by the fit
can be considered meaningful, and that the discussed fluctuation between the amplitudes
of neighbouring groups could be real. This means that the dependence of inhomogene-
ity on divergence, shown in Figure 77, is probably due to some other effects, that still
have to be investigated. In particular, new analysis should be performed to see whether
inhomogeneity can be related to some source parameters.
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7.3 Macroscopic homogeneity
While on a local scale, as described in section 7.1, the beam shows some inhomogeneity,
on a more global scale the beam could be said to be homogeneous. The comparison between
the total power deposited by the beam in the upper and lower half of the calorimeter is
shown, for both isotopes, in Figure 79.
Figure 79: Total power within the bottom row of beamlet groups vs total power within the top
row, as resulting from the fit of the IR camera data. The blue solid line gives a fit to
the data points (the open symbols) and the black dashed lines represent the bisector
of the first quadrant. Left: Hydrogen. Right: Deuterium.
The data in hydrogen (on the left-hand side of the picture) are quite broad, probably
due to different source conditioning, and what results from a fit to the data points is that
the upper part of the beam has a larger power. In deuterium instead (on the right-hand
side of the picture), an almost perfect symmetry holds.
In Figure 80 the total power in the two left beamlet group columns is compared to
that in the two right ones.
Figure 80: Total power within the two right columns of beamlet groups vs total power within the
two left columns, as resulting from the fit of the IR camera data. The red solid line
gives a fit to the data points (the open symbols) and the black dashed lines represent
the bisector of the first quadrant. Left: Hydrogen. Right: Deuterium.
Between left and right side of the beam a very good symmetry holds. A good level of
symmetry is shown also between inner and outer part of the beam, even if a slightly larger
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power is found in the external groups, as shown in Figure 81.
Figure 81: Total power within the two inner columns of beamlet groups vs total power within
the two outer columns, as resulting from the fit of the IR camera data. The green
solid line gives a fit to the data points (the open symbols) and the black dashed lines
represent the bisector of the first quadrant. Left: Hydrogen. Right: Deuterium.
In summary, ELISE beam can in general be considered homogeneous on a global scale
but some disuniformities occur between the beamlet groups. These inhomogeneities, which
in average are not large (up to 13 %) tend to increase with the beamlet divergence. The
reason for this trend is still under investigation.
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8 Conclusions
8.1 Summary and conclusions
The main task of this thesis is to characterise the negative ion beam of the test facility
ELISE, determining its divergence and homogeneity, by means of infrared images of its
diagnostic calorimeter. The ELISE beam is made of eight beamlet groups, each formed
by 5 × 16 beamlets. The beamlet groups are arranged in two rows.
The calorimeter is made out of copper and is formed by 30 × 30 blocks. It is equipped
with 48 thermocouples and in order to increase its reflectivity it was covered with a black
coating, whose emissivity was not precisely known. In the beam-on phase the temperature
of the calorimeter may become really high (in the order of 300-400 °C), so it is cooled
down from its back side by a water cooling system, that allows calorimetric estimates of
the deposited power.
This thesis work started by the development of a software in BASIC to access the
binary files produced by the IR camera. Once the pixel data were extracted and converted
into temperature, they were averaged over the different blocks of the calorimeter.
Since the calorimeter is observed by the camera from a side port the IR image is
distorted. For this reason the geometry of the calorimeter in the pixel coordinate system
of the camera was determined and the appropriate pixels for the evaluation have been
selected. Then, the camera was calibrated by finding the proper emissivity that had to be
set for matching the temperature measurement from the thermocouples. After thorough
analysis it was found that  = 0.83 represents a good average value to reproduce the
thermocouple measurements. The performed analysis evidenced a slight decrease of the
emissivity of the blackening layer in time caused by the influence of the beam on the
coating.This suggests to monitor the coating erosion during time. The power deposition
estimated by the IR thermography is in good agreement with water calorimetry, validating
the calibration.
The analysis of the calorimeter data is based on fitting the power density matrix with
eight Gaussian sub-beams, one for each beamlet group. The number of free parameters
was set to 14: 8 amplitudes, two vertical coordinates (1 for each row of groups) and 4
widths (1 vertical and 1 horizontal for each row). The beamlet group horizontal coordi-
nates were assumed to be the projection of the beamlet groups centers on the calorimeter
surface. Gaussian amplitudes and widths allowed to assess inhomogeneity and divergence
respectively. The vertical deflection of the beam due to the magnetic filter field was de-
termined from the vertical position of the two rows of Gaussian used to fit the beamlet
group.
In order to define a relation between the beamlet divergence and the widths of the
fitting Gaussians some simulations of the beam as superposition of 640 Gaussian beamlets
of given divergence were performed in IDL. The capability of the fit to give information
about the beamlet divergence was verified by comparing the scaling of the Gaussian widths
with the divergence determined by beam emission spectroscopy (BES), currently the beam
diagnostic providing the best divergence measurement, and with the measured perveance.
The results of these benchmark tests were positive: the widths of the Gaussians used for
fitting the beamlet groups increase with increasing divergence. Thus a direct comparison
between the two diagnostics was carried out. In this comparison the calorimeter measure-
ments of divergence turned out to be about the 20-30 % larger than the ones from the
BES.
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A possible explanation for this result is that, where BES measurement takes place,
i.e. about 2 meters downstream the grounded grid, the beam is not fully space charge
compensated and so its divergence increases in the region between the BES lines of sight
and the calorimeter surface. This effect could be reasonable since the pressure in the
ELISE tank is quite low, about 10−4 mbar during the pulses.
Finally the fit capability to satisfactorily determine the beam inhomogeneity at large
divergence was verified and the beam was determined to be mainly homogeneous and
within the ITER requirements on a global scale, even if some local inhomogeneities have
been identified. Beam inhomogenity was found to increase for larger divergences, but
finding an explanation for this trend is still ongoing work.
Also the vertical deflection of the beam was assessed and its increase for increasing
strength of the magnetic filter field was verified, even if some differences have been found
between the deflections of the upper and the lower half of the beam. A very interesting
result is represented by the correlation that was found between the vertical deflection of
the negative ion beam (at fixed magnetic field) and the beam perveance. This result was
verified both in hydrogen and in deuterium.
A possible explanation for this correlation is that, for perveances smaller than the per-
veance optimum, a decrease of perveance means an increase of divergence and, by thinking
at the beamlets, this means that the beamlet path is closer to the edge of the plasma grid
aperture. Since the magnetic filter field is realised by means of a current flowing through
the plasma grid, this implies that the beamlet experiences a larger magnetic field and
therefore is more deflected.
8.2 Future developments
This thesis work is the first characterisation of ELISE beam by means of its diagnostic
calorimeter; the present results can certainly be enriched by future studies along the fol-
lowing lines. The under-estimation of the beamlet divergence obtained by the calorimeter
with respect to the beam emission spectroscopy will profit from a more thorough analysis
of the diagnostic operation and of the data analysis. The hypothesis according to which
the beam is not yet fully space charge compensated when its divergence is measured by the
BES could be verified in the future by means of the tungsten-wire calorimeter, whose posi-
tion downstream the grounded grid is closer to the position of the LoS used for BES, or by
higher pressure operations. Meanwhile, beam simulations should be performed to achieve
a deeper understanding of the beam properties, in particular concerning the hypothesis
about the mechanism producing a dependence of the vertical deflection on perveance.
Also the underlined local inhomogeneities should be further investigated, especially in
order to relate them to some parameters of the source, giving indications about possible
ways to control the beam homogeneity in large negative ion sources.
The emissivity of the coating layer should be regularly checked, as the performed
analysis shows that it slightly decrease in time. Finally the data analysis tested during
this thesis should be soon implemented as automatic procedure to provide the ELISE
operator with on-line information.
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